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In many domains of information processing, bipolarity is a core feature to be considered:

positive information represents what is possible or preferred, while negative information

represents what is forbidden or surely false. If the information is moreover endowed with

vagueness and imprecision, as is the case for instance in spatial information processing,

then bipolar fuzzy sets constitute an appropriate knowledge representation framework. In

this paper, we focus on mathematical morphology as a tool to handle such information and

reason on it. Applying mathematical morphology to bipolar fuzzy sets requires defining

an appropriate lattice. We extend previous work based on specific partial orderings to any

partial ordering leading to a complete lattice. We address the case of algebraic operations

and of operations based on a structuring element, and show that they have good properties

for any partial ordering, and that they can be useful for processing in particular spatial

information, but also other types of bipolar information such as preferences and constraints.

Particular cases using Pareto and lexicographic orderings are illustrated. Operations derived

from fuzzy bipolar erosion and dilation are proposed as well.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A recent trend in contemporary information processing focuses on bipolar information, both from a knowledge repre-

sentation point of view, and from a processing and reasoning one. Bipolarity is important to distinguish between (i) positive

information, which represents what is guaranteed to be possible, for instance because it has already been observed or expe-

rienced, and (ii) negative information, which represents what is impossible or forbidden, or surely false [47,49]. This domain

has recentlymotivatedwork in several directions, for instance for applications in knowledge representation, preferencemod-

eling, argumentation,multi-criteria decision analysis, cooperative games, among others [2,10,23,30,49,56,65,67,81,82,85].

In particular, fuzzy andpossibilistic formalisms for bipolar informationhavebeenproposed [9,10,47,50]. Three types of bipo-

larity are distinguished in [50]: (i) symmetric univariate, where a unique totally ordered scale covers the range fromnegative

(not satisfactory) to positive (satisfactory) information (e.g., modeled by probabilities); (ii) symmetric bivariate, where two

separate scales are linked together and concern related information (e.g., modeled by belief functions); (iii) asymmetric or

heterogeneous, where two types of information are not necessarily linked together and may come from different sources.

This last type is particularly interesting in image interpretation and spatial reasoning.

In this paper, we propose to handle such bipolar information using mathematical morphology operators. Mathematical

morphology [91,92,95] has proved to be useful to process information in many different domains, such as image and vision,

spatial reasoning, preference modeling and logics (for fusion, revision, abduction, mediation, . . .). Extending mathematical

morphology to bipolar information will therefore increase the modeling and reasoning capabilities in all these domains.
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This extension can be performed in a generic way, by defining a lattice as the underlying structure of bipolar knowledge

representation (the interest of using complete lattices for mathematical morphology has been justified in [86]). The general

framework of mathematical morphology leads to the definition of algebraic dilations and erosions, which are the two main

operators, fromwhich other ones can then be derived. This general formalism applies in different settings, and the proposed

definitions can be specified for different types of lattices, e.g., based on bipolar sets, fuzzy sets or logical formulas. Bipolar

fuzzy sets can be seen as a structure covering several settings, and is therefore considered in this paper. Moreover, it allows

handling an additional feature of imperfect information, related to its imprecision. Hence the proposed framework allows

representing and dealing with both bipolarity and fuzziness. The main contribution of this paper is to show that previous

work using specific partial orderings extends to any partial ordering endowing bipolar fuzzy sets with a complete lattice

structure. This flexibility in the choice of the partial ordering allows the same framework to be adapted, among others, to

different types of bipolarity. Moreover, derived operators are suggested, and a preliminary discussion is proposed about

the type of bipolarity and semantics, in particular for spatial information processing applications, and the choice of partial

ordering.

Mathematical morphology on bipolar fuzzy sets was proposed for the first time in [15], by considering the complete

lattice defined from the Pareto ordering. Then it was further developed, with additional properties, geometric aspects and

applications to spatial reasoning, in [16,18]. The lexicographicorderingwasconsidered too in [19].Herewegoonestep further

by considering any partial ordering, and also proposing derived operators. Similar work has been developed independently,

in the setting of intuitionistic fuzzy sets and interval-valued fuzzy sets, also based on Pareto ordering [73,78,79]. This group

also addressed links with the binary case, for construction and decomposition of operators based on [α1, α2]-cuts [74,

75], and proposed recently an extension to L-fuzzy sets [97], besides their important contribution to connectives (e.g.,

[34,40–42]). Here, while relying on the general algebraic framework of mathematical morphology on the one hand, and on

L-fuzzy sets [55] on the other hand, we restrict ourselves to the special case of bipolar fuzzy sets, according to Definition 1

below, but considering any partial ordering as a new contribution.

In Section 2, we set the algebraic framework, by defining a lattice structure on bipolar information, and introducing

connectives. The remaining of the paper will rely on a representation of bipolar information as bipolar fuzzy sets, which

encompasses several othermodels. Definitions of algebraic dilations and erosions of bipolar fuzzy sets are given in Section 3,

in a general way, whatever the chosen partial ordering. In the spatial domain, specific forms of these operators, involving a

structuring element, are particularly interesting [91]. They are called morphological dilations and erosions. More generally

they are useful in any application where some relation between elements of the underlying space should be involved.

Morphological erosions and dilations are then defined, and their properties are discussed, still for any partial ordering. In

the next two sections, we detail the case of two particular partial orderings: Pareto (or marginal) ordering in Section 4 and

lexicographic ordering in Section 5. Finally, some derived operators are introduced in Section 6.

2. Algebraic framework

Mathematical morphology [91] usually relies on the algebraic framework of complete lattices, which has been justi-

fied in particular in [86], since it allows dealing properly with functions taking values in a bounded interval (which is

useful in the present context). It has also been extended to complete semi-lattices and general posets [66], based on the

notion of adjunction [60] (see also [21] for a general description of the algebraic framework). In this paper, we only con-

sider the case of complete lattices. We first introduce bipolar information models, and then a lattice structure on them,

according to some partial ordering, which can be specified for any particular domain of application. Then bipolar con-

nectives are defined. The presentation and notations are chosen to highlight the bipolar nature of the information to be

processed. However, the mathematical framework is the same as in any complete lattice and relies on general results of this

domain [13,37,53].

2.1. Bipolar information

Asmentioned in the introduction, bipolar information has two components, one related to positive information, and one

related to negative information. These pieces of information can take different forms, according to the application domain,

such as preferences and constraints, observations and rules, possible and forbidden places for an object in space, etc.

Let us assume that bipolar information is represented by a pair (μ, ν), whereμ represents the positive information and ν
the negative information, under a consistency constraint [47], which guarantees that the positive information is compatible

with the constraints or rules expressed by the negative information. From a formal point of view, bipolar information can

be represented in different settings, depending on the application domain, leading to different forms ofμ and ν , which are

all mathematically equivalent. Let us mention for instance:

• Positiveandnegative informationare subsetsP andN of someset, and theconsistencyconstraint is expressedasP∩N = ∅,
expressing thatwhat is possible or preferred (positive information) should be included inwhat is not forbidden (negative

information) [47].
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• μ and ν are membership functions to fuzzy sets, defined over a space S , and the consistency constraint is expressed as

∀x ∈ S, μ(x) + ν(x) ≤ 1. The pair (μ, ν) is then called a bipolar fuzzy set. As noticed e.g., in [46,57], although there

are important differences in semantics, bipolar fuzzy sets are formally equivalent to interval-valued fuzzy sets originally

proposed in [103], where the membership of x is expressed (using the same notations) as an interval [μ(x), 1− ν(x)] of
[0, 1] (hence implying the consistency constraint), and to intuitionistic fuzzy sets, where this consistency constraint was

also proposed, along with the notion of membership and non-membership degrees [6]. All these are also special cases

of L-fuzzy sets [46].
• Positiveandnegative informationare representedby logical formulasϕ andψ , generatedbyasetofpropositional symbols

and connectives, and the consistency constraint is then expressed as ϕ ∧ ψ |� ⊥ (ψ represents what is forbidden or

impossible). Examples of logical formalisms for handling bipolarity include [65,67].
• Other examples include functions such as utility functions or capacities [56], bi-capacities [68], preference functions [82],

four-valued logics [67], possibility distributions [49,50,81].

In the following, we will detail the case of bipolar fuzzy sets, extending our previous work in [15,16,18,19] to any partial

ordering. This case includes the other examples described above: the case of sets corresponds to the case where only

bipolarity should be taken into account, without fuzziness (hence the membership function takes only values 0 and 1). In

the case of logical formulas, we consider themodels �ϕ� and �ψ� as sets or fuzzy sets. The lattice defined on the set ofmodels

is isomorphic to the one defined on �≡, where �≡ denotes the quotient space of the set of formulas � by the syntactic

equivalence relation between formulas (defined as ϕ ≡ ϕ′ iff �ϕ� = �ϕ′�). Hence the case of bipolar fuzzy sets is general

enough to cover several other settings.

Let S be the underlying space (the spatial domain for spatial information processing for instance).

Definition 1. A bipolar fuzzy set on S is defined by an ordered pair of functions (μ, ν) from S into [0, 1] such that ∀x ∈
S, μ(x)+ ν(x) ≤ 1 (consistency constraint).

Although a bipolar fuzzy set is formally equivalent to an intuitionistic fuzzy set or to an interval-valued fuzzy set [6,103]

with the same consistency constraint as the one proposed in these two domains (and the associated structures are iso-

morphic) [28,46,57], the semantics are very different, and we keep here the terminology of bipolarity. A discussion on

semantics is proposed in Section 2.4. An important point is that we consider here that μ and ν are really two different

functions, which may represent different types of information or may be issued from different sources. However, this may

also include the symmetric case, reducing the consistency constraint to a duality relation such as ν = 1 −μ. The proposed

approach also differs from the one in [104] where bipolarity is encoded on [−1, 0] × [0, 1] for defining bipolar fuzzy logic.

For each point x, μ(x) defines the membership degree of x (positive information) and ν(x) its non-membership degree

(negative information). This formalism allows representing both bipolarity and fuzziness. Since the positive information

models what is possible, preferred, observed or experienced, and the negative information what is forbidden or impos-

sible, the consistency constraint avoids contradictions between what is forbidden and what is possible (i.e., the potential

solutions should be included in what is not forbidden or impossible). The set of bipolar fuzzy sets defined on S is denoted

by B.
Let us denote by L the set of ordered pairs of numbers (a, b) in [0, 1] such that a + b ≤ 1 (hence (μ, ν) ∈ B ⇔ ∀x ∈

S, (μ(x), ν(x)) ∈ L). In all what follows, for each (μ, ν) ∈ B, we will note (μ, ν)(x) = (μ(x), ν(x)) (∈ L), ∀x ∈ S . Note
that fuzzy sets can be considered as particular cases of bipolar fuzzy sets, either when ∀x ∈ S, ν(x) = 1 − μ(x), or when

only one information is available, i.e., (μ(x), 0) or (0, 1 − μ(x)). Furthermore, if μ (and ν) only takes values 0 and 1, then

bipolar fuzzy sets reduce to classical sets. Let us finally comment about the choice of L. A more general setting could rely on

L-fuzzy sets [55], by only assuming that L is a poset or a complete lattice. This line was followed in the recent work [97] for

instance. Here we have chosen to keep L as presented above for simplifying the presentation and highlighting the bipolar

nature of the information with its two components, but all what follows in this section and in the next one actually applies

to more general forms of it. An important point is that we keep the partial ordering on L as a free parameter (see next),

which is one of the main focus of this paper, and may have an important impact on applications.

2.2. Partial ordering and lattice of bipolar fuzzy sets

Let be a partial ordering onL such that (L,) is a complete lattice.Wedenote by
∨

and
∧

the supremumand infimum,

respectively. The smallest element is denoted by 0L and the largest element by 1L. We denote by � the reverse order, i.e.,

∀((a, b), (a′, b′)) ∈ L2, (a, b) � (a′, b′) ⇔ (a′, b′)  (a, b).
The partial ordering on L induces a partial ordering on B, also denoted by  for the sake of simplicity:

(μ1, ν1)  (μ2, ν2) iff ∀x ∈ S, (μ1(x), ν1(x))  (μ2(x), ν2(x)). (1)

Then (B,) is a complete lattice, for which the supremum and infimum are also denoted by
∨

and
∧
. The smallest element

is the bipolar fuzzy set (μ0, ν0) taking value 0L at each point, and the largest element is the bipolar fuzzy set (μI, νI) always

equal to 1L.
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The following result, which holds in any lattice [13], is useful for the results in the next sections:

∀(a1, b1) ∈ L,∀(a2, b2) ∈ L, (a1, b1)  (a2, b2) ⇔
⎧⎨⎩ (a1, b1) ∨ (a2, b2) = (a2, b2)

(a1, b1) ∧ (a2, b2) = (a1, b1)

and similarly in B:

∀(μ, ν) ∈ B,∀(μ′, ν′) ∈ B, (μ, ν)  (μ′, ν′) ⇔
⎧⎨⎩ (μ, ν) ∨ (μ′, ν′) = (μ′, ν′)
(μ, ν) ∧ (μ′, ν′) = (μ, ν)

Note that the supremum and the infimum do not necessarily provide one of the input bipolar numbers or bipolar fuzzy sets

(in particular if they are not comparable according to ). However, they do if  is a total ordering.

2.3. Bipolar connectives

Let us now recall definitions and properties of connectives, that will be useful in the following and that extend to the

bipolar case the connectives classically used in fuzzy set theory [19]. In all what follows, increasingness and decreasingness

are intended according to the partial ordering . Similar definitions can also be found e.g. in [34,42,40] in the case of

interval-valued fuzzy sets of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, for a specific partial ordering (Pareto-like ordering), or more recently

in [97] in the more general setting of L-fuzzy sets [55].

Definition 2. A negation, or complementation, on L is a decreasing operator N such that N(0L) = 1L and N(1L) = 0L.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to involutive negations, such that ∀a ∈ L,N(N(a)) = a (these are the most interesting

ones for mathematical morphology).

A conjunction is an operator C from L × L into L such that C(0L, 0L) = C(0L, 1L) = C(1L, 0L) = 0L, C(1L, 1L) = 1L,
and that is increasing in both arguments.1

A t-norm is a commutative and associative bipolar conjunction such that ∀a ∈ L, C(a, 1L) = C(1L, a) = a (i.e., the largest

element of L is the unit element of C). If only the property on the unit element holds, then C is called a semi-norm.

A disjunction is an operator D from L × L into L such that D(1L, 1L) = D(0L, 1L) = D(1L, 0L) = 1L, D(0L, 0L) = 0L,
and that is increasing in both arguments.

A t-conorm is a commutative and associative bipolar disjunction such that ∀a ∈ L,D(a, 0L) = D(0L, a) = a (i.e., the

smallest element of L is the unit element of D).

An implication is an operator I from L × L into L such that I(0L, 0L) = I(0L, 1L) = I(1L, 1L) = 1L, I(1L, 0L) = 0L and

that is decreasing in the first argument and increasing in the second argument.

In the following, we will call these connectives bipolar to make their instantiation on bipolar information explicit.

Similarly, elements of L should be considered as pairs, quantifying the negative and positive parts of information.

A number of properties directly follow from the definitions.

• Bipolar connectives reduce toclassical fuzzyconnectives in the limit caseswhere there isnobipolarity in the inputvalue

and in the result. Let C be a bipolar t-norm. Then, under the non-bipolarity conditions, there exists a t-norm t such that

∀(a1, a2) ∈ [0, 1]2, C((a1, 1− a1), (a2, 1− a2)) = (t(a1, a2), 1− t(a1, a2)), or C((a1, 0), (a2, 0)) = (t(a1, a2), 0)
for the embedding of fuzzy sets in B as (μ, 0). Similar expressions hold for the other connectives.

• Any bipolar conjunction C has a null element, which is the smallest element of L: ∀a ∈ L, C(a, 0L) = C(0L, a) = 0L.• Similarly, anybipolardisjunctionhasanull element,which is the largest elementofL:∀a∈L,D(a, 1L)=D(1L, a)= 1L.• For implications, we have ∀a ∈ L, I(0L, a) = I(a, 1L) = 1L.

As in the fuzzy case, conjunctions and implicationsmay be related to each other based on the residuation principle, which

corresponds to a notion of adjunction, which is also fundamental in mathematical morphology. This principle is expressed

as follows in the bipolar case.

Definition 3. A pair of bipolar connectives (I, C) forms an adjunction if: ∀(ai, bi) ∈ L, i = 1, . . . , 3,

C((a1, b1), (a3, b3))  (a2, b2) ⇔ (a3, b3)  I((a1, b1), (a2, b2)). (2)

The connectives in Definition 2 can be linked to each other in different ways (again this is similar to the fuzzy case).

1 That is, ∀(a1, a2, a′
1, a

′
2) ∈ L4, a1  a′

1 and a2  a′
2 ⇒ C(a1, a2)  C(a′

1, a
′
2).
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Proposition 1. The following properties hold for bipolar connectives:

• Given a t-norm C and a negation N, the following operator D defines a t-conorm: ∀((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) ∈ L2,

D((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = N(C(N((a1, b1)),N((a2, b2)))). (3)

• An implication I induces a negation N defined as:
∀(a, b) ∈ L,N((a, b)) = I((a, b), 0L). (4)

• The following operator IN , derived from a negation N and a conjunction C, defines an implication: ∀((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) ∈ L2,

IN((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = N(C((a1, b1),N((a2, b2)))). (5)

• Conversely, a conjunction C can be derived from a negation N and an implication I: ∀((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) ∈ L2,

C((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = N(I((a1, b1),N((a2, b2)))). (6)

• Similarly, an implication can be derived from a negation N and a disjunction D as: ∀((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) ∈ L2,

IN((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = D(N((a1, b1)), (a2, b2)). (7)

• An implication can also be defined by residuation from a conjunction C such that ∀(a, b) ∈ L \ 0L, C(1L, (a, b)) �= 0L
(leading to an adjunction (C, IR), see Definition 3): ∀((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) ∈ L2,

IR((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = ∨{(a3, b3) ∈ L | C((a1, b1), (a3, b3))  (a2, b2)}. (8)

• Conversely, from an implication IR such that ∀(a, b) ∈ L \ 1L, IR(1L, (a, b)) �= 1L, the conjunction C such that (C, IR) forms

an adjunction is given by: ∀((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) ∈ L2,

C((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = ∧{(a3, b3) ∈ L | (a2, b2)  IR((a1, b1), (a3, b3))}. (9)

Proposition 2. Let C be a bipolar conjunction and I a bipolar implication derived from C, either as IN using an involutive negation

(Eq. (5)) or as IR by residuation (Eq. (8)). The following equivalence holds:

∀(a, b) ∈ L, C(1L, (a, b)) = (a, b) ⇔ ∀(a, b) ∈ L, I(1L, (a, b)) = (a, b), (10)

i.e., C admits 1L as unit element on the left iff I admits 1L as unit element on the left.

This result directly follows from Eqs. (5), (6), (8) and (9).

Proposition 3. If C and I are bipolar connectives such that (I, C) forms an adjunction (i.e., verifies Eq. (2)), then C distributes

over the supremum and I over the infimum on the right, i.e.: ∀(ai, bi) ∈ L,∀(a, b) ∈ L,

∨
i

C((a, b), (ai, bi)) = C

⎛⎝(a, b),∨
i

(ai, bi)

⎞⎠ , (11)

∧
i

I((a, b), (ai, bi)) = I

⎛⎝(a, b),∧
i

(ai, bi)

⎞⎠ . (12)

The proof is similar to the classical proof done inmathematical morphology to show that an adjunction defines a dilation

(i.e., an operation that commutes with the supremum) and an erosion [59].

Note that the distributivity on the left requires C to be commutative, and in that case we also have:

∨
i

C((ai, bi), (a, b)) = C

⎛⎝∨
i

(ai, bi), (a, b)

⎞⎠ , (13)

and then we have in a similar way for I:

∧
i

I((ai, bi), (a, b)) = I

⎛⎝∨
i

(ai, bi), (a, b)

⎞⎠ . (14)
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The following properties of adjunctions will also be useful for deriving mathematical morphology operators.

Proposition 4. Let (I, C) be an adjunction. Then the following properties hold:

• C is increasing in the second argument and I in the second one. If furthermore C is commutative, then it is also increasing

in the first one.
• 0L is the null element of C on the right and 1L is the null element of I on the right, i.e., ∀(a, b) ∈ L, C((a, b), 0L) =

0L, I((a, b), 1L) = 1L.

Again this follows from classical results in mathematical morphology, by noting that C((a, b), .) and I((a, b), .) are

respectively a dilation and an erosion, for every (a, b).
Finally, someordering properties holdwith respect to the infimumand the supremumof the lattice (L,).More ordering

properties can be exhibited for specific orderings, as we will see later on for the Pareto ordering.

Proposition 5.

• Let C be a conjunction that admits 1L as unit element. Then ∀((a, b), (a′, b′))∈L2, C((a, b), (a′, b′))  (a, b)∧ (a′, b′).
• Let I be an implication that admits1L as unit element on the left. Then∀((a, b), (a′, b′))∈L2, (a′, b′)  I((a, b), (a′, b′)).
• Let I be an implication that admits0L asunit element on the right. Then∀((a, b), (a′, b′))∈L2, (a, b)  I((a, b), (a′, b′)).

It follows that, since ∧ is a bipolar t-norm (from standard properties of lattices), it is the largest conjunction having 1L as unit

element. It is moreover idempotent. Similarly ∨ is a bipolar t-conorm and is the smallest disjunction having 0L as unit element. It

is also idempotent.

2.4. A few comments about semantics

It is interesting to note that bipolar fuzzy sets are formally linked to intuitionistic fuzzy sets [6], interval-valued fuzzy

sets [103] and vague sets, or to clouds when boundary constraints are added [43,80], as shown by several authors [28,46].

Equivalences and redundancies have been extensively discussed in [57]. However, their respective semantics differ, and,

as mentioned in [46], this is a major point to be taken into account, beyond mathematical equivalence, with important

impact on applications. Concerning intuitionistic fuzzy sets, there have been many discussions about terminology in this

domain recently [7,46,57], mainly because of the word “intuitionistic” which is misleading and introduces confusions with

intuitionistic logics. The semantics of intuitionistic fuzzy sets reveals the possibility of some indetermination between

membership and non-membership to a set. As for interval-valued fuzzy sets or clouds, their semantics correspond to the

representation of some imprecision or uncertainty about themembership value, which can then only be given as an interval,

and not as a crisp number.

However the semantics of bipolar fuzzy sets is different. A bipolar fuzzy set in the spatial domain does not necessarily

represent one physical object or spatial entity, but twofold information about it, potentially issued from different sources.

It can be two different regions of space, conveying information on a physical object. For instance the region representing

the positive information can inform on how or where the object is or could be, while the region representing the negative

information can put some constraints or define forbidden places for the object. This refers to the third type of bipolarity,

according to the classification presented in [47,50]. An example is the modeling of information concerning the location

of a robot: positive information could concern potential locations (for instance derived from sensor data) and negative

information could concern forbidden places (because they are already occupied by other objects, or the robot is not allowed

to move there because there are some fragile objects that should not be touched, etc.). What is then represented is not a

model of uncertainty in the standard meaning since it is not just an uncertainty at each position about the possible location

of the robot at this position. This differs from what is done using interval-valued fuzzy sets. For other types of bipolarity

(symmetric uni- or bi-variate), a bipolar fuzzy set could be one physical object, imperfectly known. This is also the case in

interval-valued fuzzy sets modeling, which is until now the most widely used in image processing applications (see also

Section 4.4). The kind of bipolarity depends on the type of information to be handled and on the applications.

Let us suggest another example inmedical imaging, where an image-guided radiotherapy of a tumor has to be performed.

Image information provides positive information about the position of the tumor. Some spatial imprecision (due to the tumor

itself, the part of it actually seen in the image, the segmentation process, the margin introduced for radiotherapy, . . .) can
be modeled using a fuzzy dilation. Negative information may come from a constraint, such as avoiding organs at risk that

shouldnot undergo radiations (heart for instance). This information is not directly related to the tumor and is of very different

nature. Therefore the bipolar information cannot be simply considered as an uncertainty about the tumor. In this example,

the constraint should be considered in a strict way. However this is not always the case, depending on the applications.

For instance if the negative information represents some generic anatomical knowledge, observations of a specific patient

can deviate from the normal case, and should then have the priority. Although asymmetric bipolarity is considered in both

examples, the two types of information should not be handled similarly in both cases. This can be achieved by an appropriate

choice of the partial ordering, as discussed next.
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Let us consider a different domain, about preference modeling [9]. Positive information describes what is desired and

allows sorting solutions, while negative information describes what is rejected or unacceptable and defines constraints to

be fulfilled. The gap between positive and negative information does not necessarily concern indetermination, but rather

neutrality or indifference. Let us consider as an example preferences of agents about the countries in which they would like

to travel, and constraints about their travels, represented in a logical formalism, as briefly introduced in Section 2.1. The

set of propositional symbols if the set of all countries in the world. Preferences are denoted by formulas ϕ and constraints

by formulas ψ . In the following example, we show how dilation of bipolar representations of preferences and constraints

can help reaching an agreement between agents. Let us assume that Agent 1: (i) prefers to travel in Spain: ϕ1 = Spain,

(ii) has to stay in Europe: ψ1 = ¬(Belgium ∨ France ∨ Spain ∨ Portugal ∨ Italy ∨ Germany ∨ TheNetherlands ∨ . . .}.
On the other hand, Agent 2: (i) prefers to travel in Morocco: ϕ2 = Morocco, (ii) has to stay in a Mediterranean country:

ψ2 = ¬(Morocco∨Spain∨Italy∨Portugal∨. . .). In this example, each agent is consistent but the twoagents have conflicting

preferences. However, each agent is now ready to extend his preferences so that the two agents can travel together (under

the conditions that the constraints, which are fixed, are satisfied). This can be simply modeled by a dilation δ, as presented
in the next sections, such that some neighbor countries are included in the preferences, conditioned by the constraints:

δ(ϕ1) = Spain ∨ France ∨ Portugal ∨ Morocco

δ(ϕ2) = Morocco ∨ Algeria ∨ Portugal ∨ Spain

Introducing the constraints in order to satisfy the consistency requirements leads to:

ϕ′
1 = δ(ϕ1) ∧ ψ1 = Spain ∨ France ∨ Portugal

ϕ′
2 = δ(ϕ2) ∧ ψ2 = δ(ϕ2)

Now the preferences are no more conflicting. The fusion of the agents’ preferences and constraints can be expressed as the

conjunction of the preferences and disjunction of the constraints:

(ϕ, ψ) = (ϕ′
1 ∧ ϕ′

2, ψ1 ∨ ψ2) =
(
Spain ∨ Portugal,¬

(∨
Medit. and Eur. countries

))
A solution for travelling can then be found in the set of models of these formulas. Although ψ could also be eroded so as

to reduce the constraints, it is not in this simple example. This corresponds to a situation where constraints are strict and

cannot be violated. Another situation could be that constraints can be considered with some flexibility, and in that case ψ
would be eroded.

2.5. A note on partial ordering

One of the main issues in the proposed extensions of mathematical morphology to bipolar information is to handle the

two components (i.e., positive and negative information) and to define an adequate and relevant ordering. Two extreme

cases are Pareto ordering (also called marginal ordering) and lexicographic ordering. The Pareto ordering handles both

components in a symmetric way, while the lexicographic ordering on the contrary gives a strong priority to one component,

and the other one is then seldom considered. These features can be seen as either advantages or drawbacks, depending on

the context and on the application, and will be further discussed in Sections 4.5 and 5.5. Roughly speaking, Pareto ordering

seems adapted to symmetric bipolarity (according to the classification proposed in [50]), while lexicographic ordering can

handle asymmetric bipolarity. However, thismay vary depending on the application and on the information to be processed,

and theremay be situations where negative and positive information coming from different sources and not directly related

to each other could be handled in a symmetric way.

This issue has been addressed in other types of work, where different partial orderings have been discussed.Wemention

here two examples: color image processing and social choice.

Color image processing: The question of defining a suitable ordering on vectorial images (in particular color images) has

been widely addressed in the mathematical imaging community (see e.g., [4] for a review). The lexicographic ordering is

known to excessively privilege one of the colors, and can be refined for instance by defining a rougher quantization on the

first color, so as to havemore frequent comparisons based on the twoother ones. Other approaches use a 1D scale by applying

a scalar function to the vectors, define groups of vectors which are then ranked, or base the comparison on a distance to a

reference vector, just to cite a few ones [3–5].

Social choice: This is another domain where the question of defining a partial ordering is crucial, in particular for multi-

criteria decision making or voting problems. Various orderings have been proposed, including refinements of the lexico-

graphic ordering, leximin/leximax, discrimax, tolerant Pareto, etc. [25,45,51,76,89]. Anaxiomatizationof qualitative compar-

isonhasbeenproposed in [44] for handlingpositive andnegative features, and several ruleshavebeendefinedandcompared.

All these works can guide the choice of an ordering adapted to bipolar information.

The following section remains general, and applies to any partial ordering, while two specific examples will be detailed

next: Pareto ordering in Section 4 and lexicographic ordering in Section 5.
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3. Dilations and erosions of bipolar fuzzy sets

3.1. General algebraic case

Once we have a complete lattice, it is easy to define algebraic dilations and erosions on this lattice, as classically done

in mathematical morphology [59,60,92]. Here we only consider operations from the lattice (B,) into itself. Proofs are

omitted in this section, since they are exactly the same as in any complete lattice, and there is nothing specific to do for the

particular case of the lattice (B,). The definitions and properties are just given, using the notations of bipolar fuzzy sets

to highlight the role of the two components, for the sake of completeness.

A dilation is an operator δ from B into B that commutes with the supremum:

∀(μi, νi) ∈ B, δ
⎛⎝∨

i

(μi, νi)

⎞⎠ = ∨
i

δ((μi, νi)), (15)

where (μi, νi) is any family (finite or not) of elements of B.
An erosion is an operator ε from B into B that commutes with the infimum:

∀(μi, νi) ∈ B, ε(
∧
i

(μi, νi)) = ∧
i

ε((μi, νi)). (16)

Algebraic dilations δ and erosions ε on B satisfy the following properties:

• δ and ε are increasing operators;
• δ preserves the smallest element: δ((μ0, ν0)) = (μ0, ν0);• ε preserves the largest element: ε((μI, νI)) = (μI, νI);• by denoting (μx, νx) the canonical bipolar fuzzy set associatedwith (μ, ν) and x such that (μx, νx)(x) = (μ(x), ν(x))

and ∀y ∈ S \ {x}, (μx, νx)(y) = 0L, we have (μ, ν) = ∨
x(μx, νx) and δ((μ, ν)) = ∨

x δ((μx, νx)).

The last result leads to morphological operators in case δ((μx, νx)) has the same “shape” everywhere (and is then a bipolar

fuzzy structuring element). This case is detailed in Section 3.2.

A fundamental notion in this algebraic framework is the one of adjunction. A pair of operators (ε, δ) defines an adjunction

on (B,) iff:
∀(μ, ν) ∈ B,∀(μ′, ν′) ∈ B, δ((μ, ν))  (μ′, ν′) ⇔ (μ, ν)  ε((μ′, ν′)) (17)

If a pair of operators (ε, δ) on B defines an adjunction, then the following results hold:

• δ preserves the smallest element and ε the largest element of the lattice;
• δ is a dilation and ε is an erosion, in the sense of Eqs. (15) and (16);
• δε is anti-extensive: δε  Id, where Id denotes the identity mapping on B (i.e., ∀(μ, ν) ∈ B, Id(μ, ν) = (μ, ν)), and
εδ is extensive: Id  εδ (the compositions δε and εδ are called morphological opening and morphological closing,

respectively);
• δεδε = δε and εδεδ = εδ, i.e., morphological opening and closing are idempotent operators.

Let δ and ε be two increasing operators such that δε is anti-extensive and εδ is extensive. Then (ε, δ) is an adjunction. The

following representation result also holds. If ε is an increasing operator, it is an algebraic erosion if and only if there exists δ
such that (ε, δ) is an adjunction. The operator δ is then an algebraic dilation and can be expressed as:

δ((μ, ν)) = ∧{(μ′, ν′) ∈ B | (μ, ν)  ε((μ′, ν′))}. (18)

A similar representation result holds for erosion.

3.2. Morphological dilations and erosions of bipolar fuzzy sets

Particular formsofdilationsanderosions, calledmorphologicaldilationsanderosions, aredefined inclassicalmorphology,

involving the notion of structuring element [91]. In the spatial domain S for instance (S is then assumed to be an affine

space or at least a space where translations can be defined), a structuring element is a subset of S with fixed shape and size,

directly influencing the spatial extent of the morphological transformations. It is generally assumed to be compact, so as to

guarantee good properties. In the discrete case, it is often assumed to be connected, in the sense of a discrete connectivity

defined on S . The general principle underlying morphological operators, under an assumption of invariance by translation,

consists in translating the structuring element at every position in space and checking if this translated structuring element

satisfies some relation with the original set (inclusion for erosion, intersection for dilation) [59,60,88,91,92]. This principle
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has also been used in themain extensions ofmathematicalmorphology to fuzzy sets [22,38,39,71,77,94]. It has been further

investigated in the algebraic framework of quantales [1,90,96]. More generally, without any assumption on the underlying

domain S , a structuring element is defined as a binary relation between two elements of S (i.e., y is in relation with x if and

only if y ∈ Bx) [21]. This allows on the one hand dealing with spatially varying structuring elements (when S is the spatial

domain), as e.g. in [11,24], or with graph structures (e.g., [100]), and on the other hand establishing interesting links with

several other domains, such as rough sets, formal logics, and, in the more general case where the morphological operations

are defined from one set to another one, with Galois connections and formal concept analysis, as shown e.g. in [21].

From now on, we assume that S is an affine space on which translations are defined (but all definitions and results

also apply to the other situations mentioned above). Following the same principle as in classical morphology, defining

morphological erosions of bipolar fuzzy sets, usingbipolar fuzzy structuring elements, requires todefine adegree of inclusion

betweenbipolar fuzzy sets. Such inclusion degrees have beenproposed in the context of intuitionistic fuzzy sets and interval-

valued fuzzy sets [34,42]. With the notations adopted here, a degree of inclusion of a bipolar fuzzy set (μ′, ν′) in another

bipolar fuzzy set (μ, ν) is defined as [15]:∧
x∈S

I((μ′(x), ν′(x)), (μ(x), ν(x))) (19)

where I is a bipolar implication, and a degree of intersection is defined as:∨
x∈S

C((μ′(x), ν′(x)), (μ(x), ν(x))) (20)

where C is a bipolar conjunction. Note that both inclusion and intersection degrees are elements of L, i.e., they are defined

as bipolar degrees.

Basedon theseconcepts,wecannowproposeageneraldefinition formorphological erosionsanddilations, thusextending

our previous work in [15,16,19].

Definition 4. Let (μB, νB) be a bipolar fuzzy structuring element (in B). The erosion of any (μ, ν) in B by (μB, νB) is defined
from a bipolar implication I as:

∀x ∈ S, ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x) = ∧
y∈S

I((μB(y − x), νB(y − x)), (μ(y), ν(y))). (21)

In this equation,μB(y − x) (respectively νB(y − x)) represents the value at point y of the translation ofμB (respectively

νB) at point x.

Definition 5. Let (μB, νB) be a bipolar fuzzy structuring element (inB). The dilation of any (μ, ν) inB by (μB, νB) is defined
from a bipolar conjunction C as:

δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x) = ∨
y∈S

C((μB(x − y), νB(x − y)), (μ(y), ν(y))). (22)

Definitions 4 and 5 are consistent: they actually provide bipolar fuzzy sets of B, i.e., ∀(μ, ν) ∈ B,∀(μB, νB) ∈ B, δ(μB,νB)

((μ, ν)) ∈ B and ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) ∈ B.
In the particular case where bipolar fuzzy sets are usual fuzzy sets (i.e., ν = 1 − μ and νB = 1 − μB, or ν = 0 and

νB = 0), the definitions lead to the usual definitions of fuzzy dilations and erosions. Hence they are also compatible with

classical morphology in the case where μ and μB are crisp.

Proposition 6. Definitions 4 and 5 provide an adjunction (ε, δ) if and only if (I, C) is an adjunction.

It follows that if I and C are bipolar connectives such that (I, C) is an adjunction, then the operator ε defined from I by

Eq. (21) commutes with the infimum and the operator δ defined from C by Eq. (22) commutes with the supremum, i.e., they

are algebraic erosion and dilation. Moreover they are increasing with respect to (μ, ν).

Proposition 7. If (I, C) is an adjunction such that C is increasing in the first argument and I is decreasing in the first argument

(typically if they are a bipolar conjunction and a bipolar implication), then the operator ε defined from I by Eq. (21) is decreasing

with respect to the bipolar fuzzy structuring element and the operator δ defined from C by Eq. (22) is increasing with respect to

the bipolar fuzzy structuring element.

These monotony properties are directly derived from the ones of C, I, ∨ and ∧.
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Proposition 8. C distributes over the supremum and I over the infimum on the right if and only if ε and δ defined by Eqs. (21)

and (22) are algebraic erosion and dilation, respectively.

In the following, we only consider cases where the definitions actually provide algebraic dilations and erosions (which

are the only ones that are interesting). Obviously, all results of Section 3.1 also hold.

Note that while δ commutes with the supremum and ε with the infimum, the converse is generally not true. However,

inequalities hold, as in classical morphology.

Proposition 9. Let δ and ε be a dilation and an erosion defined by Eqs. (22) and (21). Then, for all (μB, νB), (μ, ν), (μ
′, ν′) in

B, we have:

δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν) ∧ (μ′, ν′))  δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) ∧ δ(μB,νB)((μ
′, ν′)), (23)

ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) ∨ ε(μB,νB)((μ
′, ν′))  ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν) ∨ (μ′, ν′)). (24)

These results are derived from the increasingness of C and the increasingness of I with respect to the second argument.

Proposition 10. A dilation δ defined by Eq. (22) is increasing with respect to the bipolar fuzzy structuring element, while an

erosion ε defined by Eq. (21) is decreasing with respect to the bipolar fuzzy structuring element.

These results are directly derived from the increasingness of C,∨,∧ and from the decreasingness of I with respect to the

first argument.

These results fit well with the intuitive meaning behind the morphological operators. Indeed, a dilation is interpreted as

a degree of intersection, which is easier to achieve with a larger structuring element, while an erosion is interpreted as a

degree of inclusion, which means a stronger constraint if the structuring element is larger.

Proposition 11. Let δ and ε be a dilation and an erosion defined by Eqs. (22) and (21). Then, for all (μB, νB), (μ
′
B, ν

′
B), (μ, ν)

in B, we have:

δ(μB,νB)∧(μ′
B,ν

′
B)
((μ, ν)  δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) ∧ δ(μ′

B,ν
′
B)
((μ, ν)), (25)

ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) ∨ ε(μ′
B,ν

′
B)
((μ, ν))  ε(μB,νB)∧(μ′

B,ν
′
B)
((μ, ν)). (26)

These results are derived from the increasingness of C and the decreasingness of I with respect to the first argument.

Depending on the choice of C and I, some additional properties may hold.

Proposition 12. Let δ be a dilation defined by Eq. (22) from a bipolar conjunction C. The dilation satisfies δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) =
δ(μ,ν)((μB, νB)) if and only if C is commutative.

This result is quite intuitive. When interpreting the dilation as a degree of intersection, it is natural to expect this degree

to be symmetrical in both arguments. Hence the commutativity of C has to be satisfied.

Proposition 13. Let δ be a dilation defined by Eq. (22) from a bipolar conjunction C. It satisfies the iterativity property, i.e., by

denoting δ1 the dilation with structuring element (μB, νB), by δ2 the dilation with structuring element (μ′
B, ν

′
B) and by δ1−2 the

dilation with structuring element δ1(μ
′
B, ν

′
B), we have: δ1(δ2(μ, ν)) = δ1−2((μ, ν)) if and only if C is associative.

Proposition 14. Let δ be a dilation defined by Eq. (22) from a bipolar conjunction C. If C is a bipolar conjunction that admits 1L
as unit element on the left (i.e., ∀(a, b) ∈ L, C(1L, (a, b)) = (a, b)) and C((a, b), 1L) �= 1L for (a, b) �= 1L, then the dilation

is extensive, i.e., δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) � (μ, ν), if and only if (μB, νB)(0) = 1L, where 0 denotes the origin of space S .
A similar property holds for erosion and if I is a bipolar implication that admits 1L as unit element on the left (i.e., ∀(a, b) ∈

L, I(1L, (a, b)) = (a, b)) and I((a, b), 0L) �= 0L for (a, b) �= 1L, then the erosion is anti-extensive, i.e., ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν)) 
(μ, ν), if and only if (μB, νB)(0) = 1L.

The second condition on C holds in particular if 1L is also unit element on the right. This holds in specific cases in which

C is a bipolar t-norm, which are the most interesting ones from a morphological point of view, as shown below.

Note that the condition (μB, νB)(0) = 1L (i.e., the origin of space completely belongs to the bipolar fuzzy set, without any

indetermination) is equivalent to the conditions on the structuring element found in classical [91] and fuzzy [22]morphology

to have extensive dilations and anti-extensive erosions.

Proposition 15. If I is derived from C and a negation N, then δ and ε are dual operators, i.e.: δ(μB,νB)(N(μ, ν)) = N(ε(μ̌B,ν̌B)

((μ, ν))), where (μ̌B, ν̌B) denotes the symmetrical bipolar fuzzy set of (μB, νB) with respect to the origin of S .
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This result directly follows from Eq. (5).

Duality with respect to complementation, which was advocated in the first developments of mathematical morphol-

ogy [91], is important to handle in an consistent way an object and its complement for many applications (for instance in

image processing and spatial reasoning). Therefore it is useful to know exactly under which conditions this property may

hold, so as to choose the appropriate operators if it is needed for a specific problem. On the other hand, adjunction is a

major feature of the “modern” view of mathematical morphology, with strong algebraic bases in the framework of complete

lattices [86]. This framework is now widely considered as the most interesting one, since it provides consistent definitions

with sound properties in different settings (continuous and discrete ones) and mathematical morphology on bipolar fuzzy

sets in this framework inherits a set of powerful and important properties. Due to the interesting features of these two

properties of duality and adjunction, in several applications both are required.

From all these results, we can derive the following theorem, which shows that the proposed forms are the most general

ones for C being a bipolar t-norm.

Theorem 1. Definition 5 defines a dilation with all properties of classical mathematical morphology if and only if C is a bipolar

t-norm. The adjoint erosion is then defined by Eq. (4) from the residual implication IR derived from C. If the duality property is

additionally required, then C and I have also to be dual operators with respect to a negation N.

This theorem directly follows from the previous propositions.

This important result shows that taking any conjunction may not lead to dilations that have nice properties. For instance

the iterativity of dilation is of prime importance in concrete applications, and it requires associative conjunctions. This is

actually a main contribution of our work and the result is stronger and more general than previous ones in [15,16,19,73]

since it applies for any partial ordering leading to a complete lattice on B.
Note that pairs of adjoint operators are not necessarily dual. Therefore requiring both adjunction and duality properties

may drastically reduce the choice for C and I. This will be illustrated for  being the Pareto partial ordering in Section 4.

Note that this strong constraint is similar to the one proved for fuzzy sets in [17].

Although the choice of C and I is limited by the results expressed in Theorem 1 if sufficiently strong properties are

required for the morphological operators, some choice may remain. The following property, derived from the monotony of

the supremum and infimum, expresses a monotony property with respect to this choice.

Proposition 16. Dilations and erosions are monotonous with respect to the choice of C and I: C  C′ ⇒ δC  δC
′
, where δC is

the dilation defined by Eq. (22) using the bipolar conjunction or t-norm C, and I  I′ ⇒ εI  εI
′
, where εI is the erosion defined

by Eq. (21) using the bipolar implication I.

More properties on the compositions δε and εδ are provided in Section 6.3.

4. Pareto (marginal) partial ordering

In this section, we detail the case of Pareto ordering, in order to illustrate the general definitions and results of Section 3.

This summarizes our previous results in [15,16,19], and includes additional properties concerning ordering when using

different bipolar conjunctions and implications, as well as a discussion on this ordering. Using this ordering, the positive and

negative components of information are handled in a symmetric way. This is further discussed at the end of this section.

4.1. Complete lattice derived from Pareto ordering and connectives

The marginal partial ordering on L, or Pareto ordering (by reversing the scale of negative information) is defined as:

(a1, b1) p (a2, b2) iff a1 ≤ a2 and b1 ≥ b2. (27)

This ordering, often used in economics and social choice, has also been used for bipolar information [51], intuitionistic fuzzy

sets e.g. in [35], or interval-valued fuzzy sets [73].

For this partial ordering, (L,p) is a complete lattice. The greatest element is (1, 0) and the smallest element is (0, 1).
The supremum and infimum are respectively defined as:

(a1, b1) ∨p (a2, b2) = (max(a1, a2),min(b1, b2)), (28)

(a1, b1) ∧p (a2, b2) = (min(a1, a2),max(b1, b2)). (29)

The partial order p induces a partial order on the set of bipolar fuzzy sets:

Definition 6. A Pareto ordering on B is defined as: ∀(μ1, ν1) ∈ B,∀(μ2, ν2) ∈ B,
(μ1, ν1) p (μ2, ν2) iff ∀x ∈ S, μ1(x) ≤ μ2(x) and ν1(x) ≥ ν2(x). (30)
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Note that this corresponds formally to the inclusion on intuitionistic fuzzy sets [6] (again the semantics are different).

(B,p) is a complete lattice. The supremum and the infimum of any family of bipolar fuzzy sets (μi, νi), i ∈ I, where

the index set I can be finite or not, are given by:

∀x ∈ S,
∨

p i∈I
(μi, νi)(x) =

(
sup
i∈I

μi(x), inf
i∈I
νi(x)

)
,

∀x ∈ S,
∧

p i∈I
(μi, νi)(x) =

(
inf
i∈I
μi(x), sup

i∈I

νi(x)

)
,

The greatest element is the pair of functions (μI, νI) constantly equal 1L, and the smallest element is the pair of functions

(μ0, ν0) constantly equal to 0L.
Let us now mention a few connectives. In Definition 2, the monotony properties have now to be intended according to

the Pareto ordering.

An example of negation, which will be used in the following, is the standard negation, defined by N((a, b)) = (b, a).
Two types of t-norms and t-conorms are considered in [42] (actually in the intuitionistic case) and will be considered

here as well in the bipolar case (more details on different classes of operators can be found in [41]):

(1) Operators called t-representable bipolar t-norms and t-conorms, which can be expressed using usual t-norms t and

t-conorms T:

C((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (t(a1, a2), T(b1, b2)), (31)

D((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (T(a1, a2), t(b1, b2)). (32)

A typical example is obtained for t = min and T = max. Although t and T are usually chosen as dual operators, other

choices are possible, as discussed e.g. in [72] for adjunction properties. Distributivity properties of implications over

t-norms are further investigated in [8].

(2) Bipolar Lukasiewicz operators, which are not t-representable:

CW ((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (max(0, a1 + a2 − 1),min(1, b1 + 1 − a2, b2 + 1 − a1)), (33)

DW ((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (min(1, a1 + 1 − b2, a2 + 1 − b1),max(0, b1 + b2 − 1)). (34)

In these equations, the positive part of CW is the usual Lukasiewicz t-norm of a1 and a2 (i.e., the positive parts of the input

bipolar values). The negative part of DW is the usual Lukasiewicz t-norm of the negative parts (b1 and b2) of the input values.

Hence these operators are called pessimistic t-norm and optimistic t-conorm, respectively, in [41] (CW and DW are actually

two examples of such operators).

The two types of implication introduced in Section 2 can be used here as well, and were also considered in [34,42]. The

two types of implication coincide for the Lukasiewicz operators CW and DW [35].

Proposition 17. Let us denote by Cmin (respectively Dmax) the t-representable bipolar conjunction (respectively disjunction) built

from the minimum and maximum, and Cprod (respectively Dsum) the one built from the product and algebraic sum. We have the

following ordering between conjunctions: ∀((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) ∈ L2,

CW ((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) p Cprod((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) p Cmin((a1, b1), (a2, b2)), (35)

and for disjunctions:

Dmax((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) p Dsum((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) p DW ((a1, b1), (a2, b2)). (36)

Morphological operators derived from these connectives will inherit these properties.

4.2. Algebraic and morphological erosions and dilations

Since the Pareto ordering is an example leading to complete lattices, algebraic dilations and erosions can be defined as

in Section 3.1.

Next, introducing structuring elements, morphological erosions and dilations are defined as in Eqs. (21) and (22). Details

can be found in [15,16,19].

It is easy to show that the bipolar Lukasiewicz operators CW and DW are adjoint, according to Eq. (2). Therefore, if these

Lukasiewicz operators (up to a bijection) are used, then all algebraic properties detailed in Section 3.1 hold. Moreover,

it has been shown that the adjoint operators which are moreover continuous, Archimedian, nilpotent and satisfy some

boundary conditions are all derived from the Lukasiewicz operator CW and DW , using a continuous bijective permutation
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on [0, 1] [42] (Theorem 8.10). Hence having dilations and erosions that are both dual and adjoint can be achieved for this

class of operators. This completes the result of Theorem 1 in the particular case of the Pareto ordering, as also mentioned

for this case in [16,19,79,97].

4.3. Interpretation

In order to interpret the expression of morphological erosion, let us first consider the implication I defined from a

t-representable bipolar t-conorm D, i.e., ∀((a, b), (a′, b′)) ∈ L2, I((a, b), (a′, b′)) = D((b, a), (a′, b′)), when using the

standard negation, and D is defined as in Eq. (32). Then the erosion is expressed as:

ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x)=
∧

p y∈S I((μB(y − x), νB(y − x)), (μ(y), ν(y)))

= ∧
p y∈S(T((νB(y − x), μ(y)), t(μB(y − x), ν(y)))

=
(
inf
y∈S T((νB(y − x), μ(y)), sup

y∈S
t(μB(y − x), ν(y)))

)
. (37)

The second line is derived from the fact that D is supposed here to be a t-representable bipolar t-conorm, defined from a

t-norm t and a t-conorm T . The third line is derived from the definition of the infimum in L and in B for p. This resulting

bipolar fuzzy set has amembership functionwhich is exactly the fuzzy erosion ofμ by the fuzzy structuring element 1−νB,
according to the original definitions in the fuzzy case [22]. The non-membership function is exactly the dilation of the fuzzy

set ν by the fuzzy structuring element μB.

Let us consider thedilation, defined froma t-representable t-normC (Eq. (31)). Using the standardnegation, it is expressed

as:

δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x) =
(
sup
y∈S

t(μB(x − y), μ(y)), inf
y∈S T((νB(x − y), ν(y)))

)
. (38)

The first term (membership function) is exactly the fuzzy dilation of μ by μB, while the second one (non-membership

function) is the fuzzy erosion of ν by 1 − νB, according to the original definitions in the fuzzy case [22].

This observation has a nice interpretation, which well fits with intuition. Let (μ, ν) represent a spatial bipolar fuzzy set,

whereμ is a positive information for the location of an object for instance, and ν a negative information for this location. A

bipolar structuring element can represent additional imprecision on the location, or additional possible locations. Dilating

(μ, ν) by this bipolar structuring element amounts to dilating μ by μB, i.e., the positive region is extended by an amount

represented by the positive information encoded in the structuring element. On the contrary, the negative information is

eroded by the complement of the negative information encoded in the structuring element. This corresponds well to what

would be intuitively expected in such situations. A similar interpretation can be provided for the bipolar fuzzy erosion.

Examples are provided in the next subsection.

Let us now consider the implication derived from the Lukasiewicz bipolar operators CW and DW (Eqs. (33) and (34)). The

erosion and dilation expressions become:

∀x ∈ S, ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x)

= ∧
p y∈S(min(1, μ(y)+ 1 − μB(y − x), νB(y − x)+ 1 − ν(y)),max(0, ν(y)+ μB(y − x)− 1))

=
(
inf
y∈S min(1, μ(y)+ 1 − μB(y − x), νB(y − x)+ 1 − ν(y)), sup

y∈S
max(0, ν(y)+ μB(y − x)− 1)

)
,

∀x ∈ S, δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x)

=
(
sup
y∈S

max(0, μ(y)+ μB(x − y)− 1), inf
y∈S min(1, ν(y)+ 1 − μB(x − y), νB(x − y)+ 1 − μ(y))

)
.

The negative part of the erosion is exactly the fuzzy dilation of ν (negative part of the input bipolar fuzzy set) with the

structuringelementμB (positivepart of thebipolar fuzzy structuringelement), using theusual Lukasiewicz t-norm. Similarly,

the positive part of the dilation is the fuzzy dilation ofμ (positive part of the input) byμB (positive part of the bipolar fuzzy

structuring element), using the usual Lukasiewicz t-norm. Hence for both operators, the “dilation” part (i.e., negative part

for the erosion and positive part for the dilation) has always a direct interpretation and is the same as the one obtained using

t-representable operators, for t being the usual Lukasiewicz t-norm.

In the case where the structuring element is non bipolar (i.e., ∀x ∈ S, νB(x) = 1−μB(x), or νB = 0), then the “erosion”

part has also a direct interpretation: the positive part of the erosion is the fuzzy erosion ofμ byμB for the usual Lukasiewicz

t-conorm; the negative part of the dilation is the erosion of ν by μB for the usual Lukasiewicz t-conorm.
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It follows from Propositions 16 and 17 that the some erosions and dilations can be ordered according to the used con-

nectives.

Proposition 18. Let us denote by δmin, δprod and δW the dilations built from Cmin, Cprod and CW , respectively. We have the

following ordering: ∀((μB, νB), (μ, ν)) ∈ B2,

δW(μB,νB)
(μ, ν) p δ

prod

(μB,νB)
(μ, ν) p δ

min
(μB,νB)

(μ, ν). (39)

Let us denote by εmax, εsum and εW the erosions built from the implications derived from Dmax, Dsum and DW , respectively. We

have the following ordering: ∀((μB, νB), (μ, ν)) ∈ B2,

εmax
(μB,νB)

(μ, ν) p ε
sum
(μB,νB)

(μ, ν) p ε
W
(μB,νB)

(μ, ν). (40)

This means that operations built from min and max have a stronger effect on the initial bipolar fuzzy set.

Let us finally comment on the practical use of these operators, where discretization may induce some approximations.

This question has already been addressed in the case of interval-valued fuzzy sets in [74]. The discretization of the space S
does not induce any particular problem. As for the values ofμ and ν , the discretization of [0, 1]may induce some small errors

dependingon the choice ofC and I. Let us assume that the values are regularly discretized (as is usually the case), in the form k
n

where k andn are integer values,withndefining the granularity of thediscretization and0 ≤ k ≤ n. Thenegation,minimum,

maximum and Lukasiewicz operators provide exact results, and hence Cmin, CW ,Dmax,DW , δ
min, δW , εmax, εW . However

the product and algebraic sum (and thus Cprod,Dsum, δ
prod, εsum) need some approximation. For a quantification on 6 to 10

bits (n = 26 − 1 to n = 210 − 1), we have tested that the maximal error on the product does not exceed the quantification

step 1
n
. Therefore the approximation errors can be considered as low enough to be neglected in the applications.

4.4. Illustrative example in the spatial domain

When dealing with spatial information, in image processing or for spatial reasoning applications, bipolarity may be an

important feature of the information to be processed. It can be simply related to grey levels and imprecision attached to

them, but it can also represent more complex and structural types of information for higher level image interpretation. For

instance, when assessing the position of an object in space, we may have positive information expressed as a set of possible

places, and negative information expressed as a set of impossible or forbidden places (for instance because they are occupied

by other objects). As another example, let us consider spatial relations. Human beings consider “left” and “right” as opposite

relations. But this does not mean that one of them is the negation of the other one. The semantics of “opposite” captures

a notion of symmetry (with respect to some axis or plane) rather than a strict complementation. In particular, there may

be positions which are considered neither to the right nor to the left of some reference object, thus leaving room for some

indetermination. This corresponds to the idea that the union of positive and negative information does not cover all the

space. Similar considerations can be provided for other pairs of “opposite” relations, such as “close to” and “far from” for

instance. Note that considering “opposite” relations is but one example. Other examples could be provided, where relations

could be not opposite, or even of different nature. For instance: we have some positive information for an object being above

a reference object (directional relation), and some negative information for the object not being in some region of space

(topological relation).

An example is illustrated in Fig. 1. It shows an object at some position in the space (the rectangle in this figure). For

visualization purposes, in all illustrations, a representation using grey levels is adopted for encoding μ(x) and ν(x) (0 =

black, 1 = white). Two images are shown, one for positive information and one for negative information. Let us assume that

some information about the position of another object is provided: it is to the left of the rectangle and not to the right. The

region “to the left of the rectangle” is computed using a fuzzy dilationwith a directional fuzzy structuring element providing

the semantics of “to the left” [14], thus defining the positive information. The region “to the right of the rectangle” defines

the negative information and is computed in a similar way. Themembership functionsμL andμR represent respectively the

positive and negative parts of the bipolar fuzzy set. They are not the complement of each other, and we have: ∀x, μL(x) +
μR(x) ≤ 1. Here we assume that this consistency constraint hold. A discussion on how to achieve it can be found in [18].

To our knowledge, bipolarity has not beenmuch exploited in the spatial domain. A fewworks deal with image threshold-

ing, filtering, comparison or edge detection, based on intuitionistic fuzzy sets derived from image intensity and entropy or

divergence criteria [12,26,27,29,31,36,101]. Spatial representations of interval-valued fuzzy sets have also been proposed

in [32], as a kind of fuzzy egg-yolk, 2 for evaluating classification errors based on ground-truth, or in [69,70] with pre-

liminary extensions of RCC to these representations. Interval-valued fuzzy sets have been used in [75,79,97] to represent

uncertainty about grey levels, and morphological operators have been used in this context. Another recent application of

2 A formalism for qualitative spatial reasoning, based on region connection calculus, where a vague region A is represented with a set of points that definitely

belong to the vague region (the yolk), and a set (the white of the “egg”) whose complement contains the points that definitely do not [58]. The two sets can be

fuzzy in the fuzzy extension of this formalism.
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Fig. 1. Region to the left of the rectangle (positive information, μL) and region to the right of the rectangle (negative information, μR). The membership degrees

vary from 0 (black) to 1 (white).

Fig. 2. Illustration of a bipolar fuzzy erosion on the example shown in Fig. 1. The results, displayed on the second line, show the reduction of the positive part and

the extension of the negative part. The image has a size of 256 × 256 pixels, while the structuring element has a support of 20 × 20 pixels.

interval-valued fuzzy sets was proposed for stereo matching taking intro account the uncertainty at each point in [52]. An

interesting approach to derive interval-valued fuzzy sets from conjunction and disjunction of grey levels computed in a

spatial neighborhood of each point was proposed in [27], and then further used for edge detection. This approach has clear

links with (classical) mathematical morphology since the interval bounds correspond to erosion and dilation performed

with a crisp structuring element, while their difference, used for deriving edges, corresponds to themorphological gradient.

But, apart these few works, there are still very few tools for manipulating spatial information using both its bipolarity and

imprecision components, and they mostly handle only low level information. A simple example for spatial reasoning can

be found in our previous work [16]. Note that here we do not make any restrictive assumption on the origin of the bipolar

information to handle. We may derive positive information from the colors or shape of the regions of the image, or from

relational information with respect to other objects found in the image (as illustrated in this section), and negative infor-

mation from other colors, other reference objects, or any other type of information (including coming from another image

or another source, different from the image itself). In particular, we do not restrict to the cases where there is a direct link

between grey levels or colors andμ and ν . This differs from other applications of intuitionistic or interval-valued fuzzy sets

in image processing (e.g., [27,31,36,75,79,97,101]).

Let us now illustrate the proposed morphological operations on the simple example shown in Fig. 1. Let us assume that

an additional information, given as a bipolar structuring element, allows us to reduce the positive part and to extend the

negativepart of thebipolar fuzzy region. This canbe formally expressed as abipolar fuzzy erosion, applied to thebipolar fuzzy

set (μL, μR), using this structuring element. Fig. 2 illustrates the result. It can be observed that the region corresponding

to the positive information has actually been reduced (via a fuzzy erosion), while the region corresponding to the negative

part has been extended (via a fuzzy dilation). In all examples, εW and δW have been used, but similar effects are obtained

with operations defined from other connectives.

4.5. Discussion on Pareto ordering

The Pareto ordering implies that positive information and negative information play symmetrical roles and are handled

similarly. This ordering is often used, in various domains, and it may be sometimes an advantage to consider this symmetry.

Then the proposed definitions apply and dilations and erosions have nice interpretations, well fitting the intuition in such

cases.
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However, based on the discussion about semantics in Section 2.4, this might not always be appropriate, since we may

want to process positive and negative information in different ways when dealing with asymmetric bipolarity, in particular

when the two types of information are issued from different sources or have different semantics. For instance if the positive

information represents preferences and the negative information rules or constraints, then it may be interesting (or manda-

tory) to give more priority to the constraints (or in the contrary to the positive information) [9,10,49,65,82]. The partial

ordering should then be replaced by another one, accounting for these priorities. This will be addressed in Section 5.

Another debatable point is the standard negation. While it is consistent with a symmetric interpretation of bipolarity,

it might not be for asymmetric bipolarity. If positive and negative parts of the information are of different nature, it may

indeed not make sense to just exchange them. Note that a complete characterization of intuitionistic negations has been

developed in [42].

As discussed in [44], Pareto partial ordering may be too partial, in the sense that incomparability occurs very often, even

in situations where comparison could intuitively be done, as illustrated by examples in [44]. Another drawback discussed

in this work is that it does not take into account the scale of the two components and lacks focalization. For instance the

comparison between (a, b) and (a′, b′) depends on the order between a and a′, and on the order between b and b′, but not
on the comparison between by how much a is larger or smaller than a′ and by how much b is larger or smaller than b′.
Different comparison rules have been proposed in [44] to overcome this limitation.

Moreover, in the particular context of mathematical morphology, this ordering has an additional drawback: the value

at a point in the resulting dilation or erosion is generally expected to be one of the values of neighborhood points (defined

by the structuring element), but this is in general not the case when using Pareto ordering. This point has already raised

discussions in the mathematical morphology community, in particular when dealing with vector-valued images, such as

color images (see e.g., [3,5,99]). It has been shown that non vector-preserving orderings may lead to counter-intuitive re-

sults. For instance introducing new colors (e.g. in a morphological filtering process), that do not belong to any of the image

objects, may prevent their correct recognition, if this recognition is based on colors and cannot handle unexpected colors.

Wrong recognition may also occur when an operation modifies an object color by incidentally introducing colors that may

be characteristic of another object.

5. Bipolar fuzzy mathematical morphology based on lexicographic ordering

In this section, as a secondexample,we introducepriorities between the two typesof information, thushandlingasymme-

try, based on a lexicographic orderingwhich induces another way ofmodelingmathematical morphology. It also guarantees

that the resulting bipolar value at a point is one of the values of neighborhood points. Thus, this addresses some of the issues

mentioned in Section 4.5. The lexicographic ordering (also called dictionary ordering) is denoted by L . It is additionally a

total order on L. On the induced lattice on B, we define algebraic dilations and erosions. We also propose connectives that

are adapted to this ordering, and then derive morphological dilations and erosions, as in [19], where more details can be

found. A brief discussion on this ordering is then proposed.

5.1. Lexicographic ordering and associated lattice

Definition 7. The lexicographic relation L on L, giving priority to negative information, is defined as:

(a, b) L (a
′, b′) ⇔ b > b′ or (b = b′ and a ≤ a′). (41)

The relation L defines a total ordering on L and (L,L) is a complete lattice (more specifically a chain in this case, as

the ordinal product of two chains [13,37]). The smallest element is (0, 1) and the largest element is (1, 0).
A lexicographic ordering giving priority to the positive information can be defined in a similar way. All what follows

applies in both cases, and we only detail the one of Definition 7 in this paper.

Fig. 3 illustrates the difference between p and L .

This ordering induces a partial ordering on B (the same notation is used):

Definition 8. The lexicographic relation on B is defined by:

(μ, ν) L (μ
′, ν′) ⇔ ∀x ∈ S, (μ(x), ν(x)) L (μ

′(x), ν′(x)). (42)

This definition means that a bipolar fuzzy set is considered as smaller than another one if its negative part is larger, or if

the two negative parts are equal and the positive part is smaller. This strongly expresses the priority given to the negative

information, since only the negative parts are considered as soon as they differ.

The relation L (Definition 8) defines a partial ordering, called lexicographic ordering, on B and (B,L) is a complete

lattice. The smallest element is (μ0, ν0) (defined by ∀x ∈ S, μ0(x) = 0, ν0(x) = 1), and the largest element is (μI, νI)
(defined by ∀x ∈ S, μI(x) = 1, νI(x) = 0). Infimum and supremum for L are expressed, for any two elements (a, b) and
(a′, b′) of L, as:
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0 1
0

1

(a,b)

(a’,b’) smaller than (a,b)

(a’,b’) larger than (a,b)

0 1
0

1

(a,b)

b’ > b

b’ = b

b’ < b

a’ < a a’ > a

(a’,b’) larger than (a,b)

(a’,b’) smaller than (a,b)

Fig. 3. Comparison, in L, between the partial ordering p (left) and the total ordering L (right). Plain (respectively dashed) lines indicate the regions of L in

which points (a′, b′) are smaller (respectively larger) than point (a, b).

minL
((a, b), (a′, b′)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(a, b) if b > b′

(a′, b′) if b < b′

(min(a, a′), b) if b = b′
(43)

maxL
((a, b), (a′, b′)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(a, b) if b < b′

(a′, b′) if b > b′

(max(a, a′), b) if b = b′
(44)

Infimum and supremum for any family of elements of L or B are derived in a straightforward way, and are denoted by
∧

L

and
∨

L
. They can be computed using fast sorting algorithms.

Let us note that, in all cases, the lexicographicminimum (ormaximum) provides a result which is one of the input bipolar

values.

5.2. Connectives

Bipolar connectives are defined as in Section 2.3, considering monotonicity with respect to L .

With respect to the Pareto ordering p, the standard negation N((a, b)) = (b, a) is decreasing. However it is not for the

lexicographic ordering L and is hence not a negation. Therefore, we propose a new definition of negation, illustrated in

Fig. 4 [19].

Definition 9. The natural negation nL
associated with the lexicographic ordering is defined as an operator that reverses

the ordering of the elements of L. In the discrete case, it is defined based on a one-to-one correspondence between the scale

and the reversed scale (i.e., the negation of the largest element is the smallest one, the negation of the penultimate is the

second one, etc.).

This definition of nL
is actually a negation (involutive and decreasing). This result is derived from the fact that L is a

total ordering on L.
In the continuous case, there are several possibilities for defining explicitly such a negation reversing the scale. Here

we restrict to the discrete case and propose an explicit computation in that case. Although an explicit expression is not

straightforward to obtain, from an algorithmical point of view, the computation of the negation is simple when the levels

between 0 and 1 are discrete, i.e., take only a finite number of values (which is generally the case in practical applica-

tions). We tabulate the ranks of (ai, bj), for i and j varying from 0 to N if the interval [0, 1] is discretized on N + 1 lev-

els
(
for instance ai = i

N
, bj = j

N

)
. The rank of

(
i
N
, j

N

)
is rij = (N−j+1)(N−j)

2
+ i and the rank of nL

(
i
N
, j

N

)
is equal to

(N+1)(N+2)
2

− 1− rij . The continuous (infinite) case would be however more complicated and is not considered here. From a

geometrical point of view, the negation of a point (a, b) is the point nL
(a, b) such that the number of points in the triangle

comprising the points smaller than (a, b) (see Fig. 3) is equal to the number of points in the trapeze formed by the points

that are larger than nL
(a, b).
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(1,0) = largest element

(0,1) = smallest element

n(a,b) (a’,b’)

(a,b)n(a’,b’)

Fig. 4. Natural negation for the lexicographic ordering. Plain arrows indicate the ordering from the smallest to the largest element of L and the dashed arrows

indicate the reverse order. Two examples of points (a, b) and (a′, b′) and their negations nL
(a, b) and nL

(a′, b′) are shown.

Proposition 19. The minimum minL
and maximum maxL

associated with the lexicographic ordering are bipolar t-norms

and t-conorms on the lattice (L,L).
3 Moreover they are idempotent and mutually distributive,minL

is the largest t-norm and

maxL
the smallest t-conorm (according to L). They are also dual with respect to the negation nL

.

From Proposition 1, bipolar implications are derived, and take here the following particular forms:

• ∀(a, b) ∈ L,∀(a′, b′) ∈ L,
IN((a, b), (a

′, b′)) = maxL
(nL

(a, b), (a′, b′)) (45)

• ∀(a, b) ∈ L,∀(a′, b′) ∈ L,

IR((a, b), (a
′, b′)) = ∨

L
{(α, β) ∈ L | minL

((a, b), (α, β)) L (a
′, b′)} (46)

(adjoint implication of the t-norm minL
). A closed-form expression is as follows:

IR((a, b), (a
′, b′)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1, 0) if b > b′

(a′, b′) if b < b′

(1, 0) if b = b′ and a ≤ a′

(a′, b′) if b = b′ and a > a′

(47)

or, equivalently:

IR((a, b), (a
′, b′)) =

⎧⎨⎩ (1, 0) = 1L if (a, b) L (a
′, b′)

(a′, b′) if (a′, b′) ≺L (a, b)
(48)

5.3. Algebraic and morphological dilations and erosions on the lattice (B,L)

Since (B,L) is a complete lattice, algebraic dilations and erosions can be defined as in Section 3.1, as operators that

commute with
∨

L
and

∧
L

, respectively. Similarly, the adjunction is defined with respect to L . The properties of these

operators and their compositions (in particular closing and opening) are directly derived from the properties of complete

lattices and are the same as those described in Section 3.1 for the general case.

Let us now consider the case where S is an affine space, on which translations are defined. Again, we define a degree

of intersection as the supremum of a bipolar t-norm C and a degree of inclusion as the infimum of a bipolar implication I,

where the bipolar connectives are defined according toL . Let (μB, νB) be a bipolar structuring element (in B). The dilation
and erosion of any element (μ, ν) in B by (μB, νB) are then expressed as:

∀x ∈ S, δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x) = ∨
L y∈SC((μB(x − y), νB(x − y)), (μ(y), ν(y))). (49)

∀x ∈ S, ε(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x) = ∧
L y∈S I((μB(y − x), νB(y − x)), (μ(y), ν(y))). (50)

3 Note that minL
and maxL

are not increasing with respect to p and are therefore not t-norms and t-conorms on (L,p).
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Fig. 5. From top to bottom: bipolar fuzzy structuring element (the support of μB has a size of 38 × 38 pixels, and the one of 1 − νB 48 × 48), original bipolar

fuzzy set, dilation using the lexicographic minimum, dilation using Pareto ordering and the associated minimum as conjunction, for the sake of comparison.

It should be noted that, as in Section 3.2, a bipolar t-norm (i.e., a stronger operator than a general bipolar conjunction)

is involved in the proposed definition (Eq. (49)), so as to guarantee good properties. For the erosion (Eq. (50)), both types

of implications IN and IR can be used, with somewhat different properties. The dilation defined from minL
and the ero-

sion defined from IN (for maxL
and the negation nL

) are dual with respect to the negation nL
: δ(μB,νB)(nL

(μ, ν)) =
nL
(ε(μB,νB)(μ, ν)). The dilation defined from minL

and the erosion defined from IR (residual implication of minL
) are

adjoint. It follows that all general algebraic properties described in Section 3 hold in that case.

Note that the two properties of adjunction and of duality are not simultaneously satisfied for these operators (since the

dual operator of minL
is max L

but it is not its adjoint). It would be interesting to prove the existence and then build

operators equivalent to Lukasiewicz ones, for L , so as to derive results similar to those in the fuzzy case (see e.g., [17,22])

and in the bipolar fuzzy case for the Pareto ordering (see Section 4). It follows that the compositions δε and εδ are true

opening and closing if minL
and IR are used (because of the adjunction property), while they are not if minL

and maxL

are used (δε and εδ are not idempotent in this case).

5.4. Illustrative example

An example is illustrated in Fig. 5, using the lexicographicminimumminL
as a t-norm. As expected, the dilation extends

the positive parts and reduces the negative parts. The priority given to the negative parts and the fact that minL
always

provides one of the input values (which is not the case of the Pareto ordering) induces a stronger effect of the transformation

when using the lexicographic ordering (the Pareto minimum has the same negative part than minL
and a smaller positive

part). For instance, at a point where the structuring element covers a part with non-zero positive information and zero

negative information, the dilation with Pareto ordering and Pareto minimummay lead to 0L at this point, while the dilation

with lexicographic minimum may lead to (a, 0) with a �= 0. This is typically what happens in the bright regions of the

positive part of the lexicographic dilation, which remain black in the Pareto dilation.
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5.5. Discussion on lexicographic ordering

As mentioned in Section 4.5, the lexicographic ordering answers some of the questions raised by Pareto ordering. It

preserves the asymmetry of the information, and the derived morphological operators are vector-preserving, which is a

desirable feature for applications in image processing.

However, it also raises a number of issues. Although the priority can be given either to the negative information (as

detailed here) or to the positive one depending on the problem and on the application, this priority can be sometimes too

strong, leading to situations where the other part of the information is seldom taken into account. This was addressed in the

color image processing community by allowing more frequent comparisons of the other component values (for instance by

using a rougher quantization of the component to which priority is given).

Another issue in image processing is the interpretation and visual representation of the negation. While it is straight-

forward and natural in L, it is not so in the spatial domain, and it is more difficult to represent this negation using grey

levels than the standard negation related to Pareto ordering. It would be useful to find a better visual representation in this

particular context, which may depend on what from the image is actually represented as positive and negative information.

Some future work should also investigate other connectives associated with this ordering.

6. Derived operators

Once the twobasicmorphological operators, erosion anddilation, have beendefinedonbipolar fuzzy sets, other operators

can be derived in a quite straightforward way.We provide a few examples in this section, coming back to the general setting

with any partial ordering if not otherwise specified.

6.1. Morphological gradient

A direct application of erosion and dilation is the morphological gradient, which extracts boundaries of objects by com-

puting the difference between dilation and erosion [91]. We propose here an extension to the bipolar fuzzy case.

Definition 10. Let (μ, ν) a bipolar fuzzy set. We denote its dilation by a bipolar fuzzy structuring element by (δ+, δ−) and
its erosion by (ε+, ε−). We define the bipolar fuzzy gradient as:

∇(μ, ν) = ∧
(N(ε+, ε−), (δ+, δ−)) (51)

which is the set difference, expressed as the conjunction between (δ+, δ−) and the negation of (ε+, ε−).

For instance, in the case of Pareto ordering and standard negation, the gradient is expressed as∇(μ, ν) = (min(δ+, ε−),
max(δ−, ε+)). Another suggestion in [79] in the interval-valued fuzzy sets setting is to take the interval difference between

[δ+, 1 − δ−] and [ε+, 1 − ε−], i.e., [δ+ − 1 + ε−,max(δ+ − ε+, ε− − δ−)].
Proposition 20. The bipolar fuzzy gradient has the following properties:

(1) Definition 10 defines a bipolar fuzzy set.

(2) If the dilation and erosion are defined in the case of Pareto ordering andusing t-representable bipolar t-normsand t-conorms,

we have:

∇(μ, ν) = (min(δμB
(μ), δμB

(ν)),max(ε1−νB(ν), ε1−νB(μ))). (52)

Moreover, if (μ, ν) is not bipolar (i.e., ν = 1−μ, or ν = 0), then the positive part of the gradient is equal tomin(δμB
(μ),

1 − εμB
(μ)), which is exactly the morphological gradient in the fuzzy case.

These results follow directly from the expressions of bipolar dilations and erosions. An illustration is displayed in Fig. 6. It

illustratesboth the imprecision (through the fuzzinessof thegradient) and the indetermination (through the indetermination

between the positive and the negative parts). The object is here somewhat complex, and exhibits two different parts, that can

be considered as two connected components to some degree. The positive part of the gradient provides a good account of the

boundaries of the union of the two components,which amounts to considering that the region between the two components,

which has lower membership degrees, actually belongs to the object. The positive part has the expected interpretation as a

surely possible position and spatial extension of the contours. The negative part shows the level of indetermination in the

gradient: the gradient could be larger as well, and it could also include the region between the two components.

The choice of the bipolar t-norms and t-conorms used for computing the dilation and the erosion has an influence on the

result, with more or less effect, resulting from Proposition 16. In the case of Pareto ordering, finer results using CW and DW

will be obtained than when using Cmin and Dmax , or Cprod and Dsum (see Proposition 17).
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Fig. 6. Bipolar morphological gradient using operators on the lattice (B,p) and t-representable conjunction and implication derived from min and max. The

structuring element is as in Fig. 5.

The choice of structuring element has also an influence. In the crisp continuous case, it can be shown that the difference

between dilation and erosion tends towards themodulus of the gradient if the size of the structuring element tends towards

0 [91]. In the discrete case, it is then appropriate to use an elementary structuring element (according to the discrete

connectivity defined on S), i.e., the central point and its direct neighbors. In the fuzzy and bipolar cases, the structuring

element can be somewhat more extended, in order to represent the local spatial imprecision and indetermination. This will

lead to a larger gradient.

A direct application of Definition 10 is the computation of the perimeter of a bipolar fuzzy set, defined as a bipolar fuzzy

number4 |∇(μ, ν)| where the cardinality |.| is defined as proposed in [18] 5 :

Definition 11. Let (μ, ν) ∈ B. Its cardinality is defined as: ∀n, |(μ, ν)|(n) = (|μ|(n), 1 − |1 − ν|(n)).
Proposition 21. The cardinality introduced in Definition 11 is a bipolar fuzzy number on N.

In the spatial domain, the cardinality can be interpreted as the surface (in 2D) or the volume (in 3D) of the considered

bipolar fuzzy set.

Definition 12. Let (μ, ν) be a bipolar fuzzy set. Its perimeter (or surface) is defined as the bipolar fuzzy number |∇(μ, ν)|,
where the gradient ∇(μ, ν) is given in Definition 10 and the cardinality |.| in Definition 11.

An example is shown in Fig. 7.

Other geometrical measures have been extended to the bipolar case in [18].

6.2. Conditional operations and reconstruction

Another direct application of the basic operators concerns the notion of conditional dilation (respectively conditional

erosion) [91]. These operations are very useful in mathematical morphology in order to constrain an operation to provide a

result restricted to some region of space. In the digital case, a conditional dilation can be expressed using the intersection

of the usual dilation with an elementary structuring element and the conditioning set. This operation is iterated in order

to provide the conditional dilation with a larger structuring element. Iterating this operation until convergence leads to the

notion of reconstruction. This operation is typically used in order to gain in robustness in the cases where we have a marker

of some objects, and we want to recover the whole objects marked by this marker, and only these objects.

4 A bipolar fuzzy number is a pair of fuzzy setsμ and ν such thatμ and 1− ν are fuzzy numbers and ∀a ∈ R (or N), μ(α)+ ν(α) ≤ 1. This definition can be

relaxed by allowing 1 − ν be a fuzzy interval (i.e., its core is an interval). If bothμ and 1 − ν are fuzzy intervals, then (μ, ν)will be called bipolar fuzzy interval.
5 As advocated in [48,83,84], the cardinality of a fuzzy set can be adequately defined as a fuzzy set on N, and this extends to type-II fuzzy sets [64].
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Fig. 7. Perimeter of the bipolar fuzzy set shown in Fig. 6 represented as a bipolar fuzzy number (the negative part is inverted), and computed as the cardinality

of the gradient.

Fig. 8. Conditioning set, marker and conditional dilation (only the positive part is shown), on the lattice (B,p), using the Pareto minimum.

The extension of these types of operations to the bipolar fuzzy case is straightforward: given a bipolar fuzzy marker

(μM, μN), the dilation of (μM, μN), conditionally to a bipolar fuzzy set (μ, ν) is simply defined as the conjunction of the

dilation of (μM, μN) and (μ, ν).

Definition 13. Let (μ, ν) a bipolar fuzzy set and (μM, νM) a bipolar fuzzy set considered as a marker. The conditional

dilation is defined as:

δ((μM, νM)|(μ, ν)) = ∧
(δ(μM, νM), (μ, ν)). (53)

It is easy to show that this defines a bipolar fuzzy set.

In the case of Pareto ordering, this is expressed as: (min(δ+(μM, μM), μ),max(δ−(μM, νM), ν)), where δ+ denotes the

positive part of the dilation and δ− its negative part. Since δ+ can be interpreted as a fuzzy dilation and δ− as a fuzzy erosion

(see Section 4.3), the positive part of the conditional dilation corresponds to a fuzzy conditional dilation of μ (positive part

of the initial bipolar fuzzy set), and its negative part corresponds to a fuzzy conditional erosion of ν .

Definition 14. The reconstruction of a bipolar fuzzy set (μ, ν) according to the marker (μM, νM) is obtained from the

iteration of conditional dilations until convergence:

R((μ, ν), (μB, νB)) = [δ((μM, νM)|(μ, ν))]∞. (54)

This directly extends the corresponding classical notions in mathematical morphology [91].

An example is shown in Fig. 8, showing that the conditional dilation of the marker is restricted to only one component

(the one including themarker) of the original object (only the positive parts are shown). Iterating further this dilationwould

provide the whole marked component.

Similar definitions canbe given for conditional erosion (disjunctionwith the original bipolar fuzzy set) and reconstruction

by erosion.

Note that, to be consistentwith the geodesic framework,where the conditional dilation can be expressed according to the

geodesic distance in the conditioning set, in the digital case, dilations have to be performed with an elementary structuring

element [91]. Here, a crisp non bipolar elementary element can be used as well, but it can be interesting to consider also the

smallest bipolar fuzzy structuring element representing local imprecision and bipolarity. This can be further investigated for
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Fig. 9. Bipolar fuzzy closing. The fuzzy bipolar structuring element (μB, νB) of Fig. 5 was used here.

each specific application. By denoting (μB, νB) this elementary structuring element, the reconstruction is then computed

according to the following sequence:

δ0 = ∧
((μM, νM), (μ, ν)); δ1 = ∧

(δ(μB,νB)(δ
0), (μ, ν)) . . . δk = ∧

(δ(μB,νB)(δ
k−1), (μ, ν)) . . .

and the convergence is achieved for n such that δn+1 = δn (this occurs in a finite number of steps in a discrete bounded

(finite) space).

6.3. Opening, closing, and derived operators

In a general algebraic setting, a filter on a complete lattice is defined as an idempotent and increasing operator. An opening

γ is an anti-extensive filter and a closing ϕ is an extensive filter [88].

General properties of γ and ϕ hold in the lattice (B,), as in any complete lattice, whatever the choice of , thanks to

the strong algebraic framework and the results of Section 3.1. In particular we have:

• typical examples of opening and closing are γ = δε and ϕ = εδ where (ε, δ) is an adjunction;
• if (γi) is a family of openings, then γ = ∨iγi is an opening, and if (ϕi) is a family of closings, then ϕ = ∧iϕi is a

closing;
• by denoting Inv(γ ) the invariant elements by γ (i.e., bipolar fuzzy sets (μ, ν) such that γ ((μ, ν)) = (μ, ν)), an

opening can be expressed as γ ((μ, ν)) = ∨{(μ′, ν′) ∈ Inv(γ ) | (μ′, ν′)  (μ, ν)} [59]. A similar expression holds

for ϕ.

In practice, the morphological forms of erosions and dilations are often used to derive opening and closing. In (B,),
we have the following monotony properties, for any dilation δ and erosion ε by the same bipolar fuzzy structuring element

(omitted in the notations).

Proposition 22. For any family of bipolar fuzzy sets (μi, νi), the following inequalities hold:

∨iδε(μi, νi)  δε(∨i(μi, νi)) (55)

∨iεδ(μi, νi)  εδ(∨i(μi, νi)) (56)

δε(∧i(μi, νi))  ∧iδε(μi, νi) (57)

εδ(∧i(μi, νi))  ∧iεδ(μi, νi) (58)

These results directly follow from the fact that δ commutes with ∨, ε commutes with ∧, and from Proposition 9 (i.e.,

they hold in general, hence in the particular case of the bipolar setting).

As an example, we consider the lattice (B,p). The closing (obtained using Lukasiewicz operators CW and DW ) of the

bipolar fuzzy object shown in Fig. 6 is displayed in Fig. 9. The small region between the two components in the positive part

has been included in this positive part (to some degree) by the closing, which is the expected result.

Another example is shown in Fig. 10, where some small components have been introduced in the bipolar fuzzy set

(indicated by circles in the figure, with a high positive information value for one of these additional components, and a low

negative information value for the other one). The opening successfully removes these small parts (i.e., small regions with

highμ values and small regions with low ν values are removed from the positive part and the negative part, respectively). A

typical use of this operation is for situations where the initial bipolar fuzzy set represents possible/forbidden regions for an

object. If we have some additional information on the size of the object, so that it is sure that it cannot fit into small parts,

then opening can be used to remove possible small places, and to add to the negative part such small regions. This intuitive

result is indeed observed in the opening.
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Fig. 10. Bipolar fuzzy opening. A small region with high values of positive information and another one with low values of negative information have been added

(indicated by circles). These regions have been removed by the opening (see text). The bipolar fuzzy structuring element (μB, νB) of Fig. 5 was used in this

example.

These operations have simpler expressions if the structuring element is not bipolar (i.e., νB = 1 − μB, or νB = 0). The

positive part of the opening is then the fuzzy opening, using usual Lukasiewicz operators, of μ by μB and its negative part

is the fuzzy closing of ν by μB. Similar equivalences hold for closing.

From these new operators, other ones can be derived, extending the classical ones to the bipolar case. For instance,

several filters can be deduced from opening and closing, such as alternate sequential filters [91], by applying alternatively

opening and closing, with structuring elements of increasing size. Another example is the top-hat transform [91], which

allows extracting bright structures having a given approximative shape, using the difference between the original image and

the result of an opening using this shape as a structuring element. Such operators can be directly extended to the bipolar

case using the proposed framework.

6.4. Distance from a point to a bipolar fuzzy set

While there is a large amount of work on distances and similarity between interval-valued fuzzy sets or between intu-

itionistic fuzzy sets (see e.g., [98,101]), none of the existing definitions addresses the question of the distance from a point

to a bipolar fuzzy set, nor includes the spatial distance in the proposed definitions, although this is very useful for handling

spatial information and for spatial reasoning. As in the fuzzy case [14], we propose to define the distance from a point to

a bipolar fuzzy set using a morphological approach. In the crisp case, the distance from a point x to a set X is equal to n iff

x belongs to the dilation of size n of X (the dilation of size 0 being the identity), but not to dilations of smaller size (it is

sufficient to test this condition for n − 1 in the discrete case). The transposition of this property to the bipolar fuzzy case

leads to the following novel definition, using bipolar fuzzy dilations.

Definition 15. The distance from a point x of S to a bipolar fuzzy set (μ, ν) (∈ B) is defined as:

d(x, (μ, ν))(0) = (μ(x), ν(x)), (59)

∀n ∈ N∗, d(x, (μ, ν))(n) = δn(μB,νB)
(μ, ν)(x) ∧ N(δn−1

(μB,νB)
(μ, ν)(x)), (60)

where N is a complementation (typically the standard negation N(a, b) = (b, a) when Pareto ordering is used, or nL

for lexicographic ordering) and δn(μB,νB)
denotes n iterations of the dilation, using the bipolar fuzzy set (μB, νB) with

(μB, νB)(0) = 1L as structuring element (to guarantee extensive dilations, see Proposition 14).

In order to clarify the meaning of this definition, let us consider operations on the lattice (B,p) and the case where

the structuring element is not bipolar. Then the dilation can be written as: δ(μB,1−μB)(μ, ν) = (δμB
(μ), εμB

(ν)), where

δμB
(μ) is the fuzzy dilation ofμ byμB and εμB

(ν) is the fuzzy erosion of ν byμB The bipolar degree to which the distance
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Fig. 11. A bipolar fuzzy set and the distances from five different points to it, represented as bipolar fuzzy numbers (the positive part is shown in red and the

negative part in green). (For interpretation of the references to colours in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

from x to (μ, ν) is equal to n is then: d(x, (μ, ν))(n) = (δnμB
(μ)∧ εn−1

μB
(ν), εnμB

(ν)∨ δn−1
μB

(μ)), i.e., the positive part is the

conjunction of the positive part of the dilation of size n (i.e., a dilation of the positive part of the bipolar fuzzy object) and the

negative part of the dilation of size n − 1 (i.e., an erosion of the negative part of the bipolar fuzzy object), and the negative

part is the disjunction of the negative part of the dilation of size n (erosion of ν) and the positive part of the dilation of size

n − 1 (dilation of μ).

Proposition 23. The distance introduced in Definition 15 has the following properties:

• it is a bipolar fuzzy set on N;
• it reduces to the distance from a point to a fuzzy set, if (μ, ν) and (μB, νB) are not bipolar (hence the consistency with the

classical definition of the distance from a point to a set is achieved as well);
• the distance is strictly equal to 0 (i.e., d(x, (μ, ν))(0) = 1L and ∀n �= 0, d(x, (μ, ν))(n) = 0L) iff (μ, ν)(x) = 1L, i.e.,

x completely belongs to the bipolar fuzzy set.

An example is shown in Fig. 11. The results are in agreementwithwhatwould be intuitively expected. The positive part of

the bipolar fuzzy number is put towards higher values of distances when the point is moved to the right of the object. After

a number n of dilations, the point completely belongs to the dilated object, and the value to which the distance is equal to

n′, with n′ > n, becomes 0L = (0, 1). Note that the indetermination in the membership or non-membership to the object

(which is truly bipolar in this example) is also reflected in the distances.

Thesedistancescanbeeasily comparedusing theextensionprinciple, 6 providingabipolardegreed≤ towhichadistance is

less than another one. For the examples in Fig. 11, we obtain for instance : d≤[d(x1, (μ, ν)) ≤ d(x2, (μ, ν))] = [0.69, 0.20]

6 An equivalent of the extension principle is [61,102] ((μ1, ν1)� (μ2, ν2))(γ ) = ∨γ=α�β(μ1, ν1)(α)∧ (μ2, ν2)(β), where � denotes any operation. This

principle can in particular be applied to define operations on bipolar fuzzy numbers or intervals.
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where xi denotes the ith point from left to right in the figure. In this case, since x1 completely belongs to (μ, ν), the degree to
which its distance is less than the distance from x2 to (μ, ν) is equal to [supa d+(a), infa d−(a)], where d+ and d− denote the

positive andnegative parts of d(x2, (μ, ν)). As another example,wehave d≤[d(x5, (μ, ν)) ≤ d(x2, (μ, ν))] = [0.03, 0.85],
reflecting that x5 is clearly not closer to the bipolar fuzzy set (μ, ν) than x2.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a general algebraic framework for handling bipolar information using mathematical

morphology operators. The case of bipolar fuzzy sets has been detailed, since it is general enough to cover several other

settings, such as the ones mentioned in Section 2.1 (logical, etc.). Semantics attached to the type of bipolarity have been

discussed. This setting, using any partial ordering defining a complete lattice, directly benefits from general properties of

mathematical morphology on complete lattices. Two particular orderings have been detailed: Pareto ordering and lexi-

cographic ordering. Their advantages and drawbacks have been discussed, in particular for applications in spatial infor-

mation processing. Derived operators have been suggested too, thus enlarging the possibilities of handling bipolar spatial

information.

Although some preliminary discussion about the type of bipolarity, semantics, orderings, spatial information examples

has been suggested, there are still some unanswered questions that deserve further work. The kind of bipolarity depends on

the type of information to be handled, and maybe also, to a less extent, on the operations to do so. It would be interesting

to elaborate more on the models which are actually relevant for representing and manipulating spatial information, in

particular using mathematical morphology tools. Also identifying which ordering is best for what is still an open question

(and it depends both on the information, on thewaywewant to process it, on the objective of this processing, on the expected

properties, and on the tools and operations to achieve it). This probably requires to first investigate various applicative

problems. One possible direction could be to define criteria according to the problem at hand, and derive a partial ordering

accordingly. This has been recently suggested for partition orderings in [87,93], taking into account criteria that are relevant

for segmentation purposes.

Examples on the potential use of the new reasoning tools provided by morphological operations have been sketched for

both spatial reasoning and preferences modeling. Developing further these applications, along with a deeper investigation

of derived operators, with appropriate choices of partial ordering, is the aim of our future work. For instance, when several

pieces of information are available, such as information on location, spatial relations, image intensity, shape, they can be

combined using fusion tools, in order to get a spatial region accounting for all available information. This type of approach

has been used to guide the recognition of anatomical structures in images, based on medical knowledge expressed as a set

of spatial relations between pairs or triplets of structures (e.g. in an ontology), in the fuzzy case [20,33,62]. This idea can be

extended to the bipolar case. The positive parts can be combined in a conjunctive way and the negative parts in a disjunctive

way, according to the semantics of the fusion of bipolar information [47]. This allows reducing the search space for an object

by combining spatial relations to reference objects, expressed as bipolar fuzzy sets. This can be considered as an extension to

the bipolar case of attention focusing approaches. Illustrations of this idea on the problem of recognition of brain structures

from magnetic resonance imaging are presented in [16,18], and the integration of bipolar fuzzy mathematical morphology

into descriptions logics for spatial reasoning has been proposed in [63].

Extensions to semi-lattices or general posets could be interestingly considered as well. Concerning the modeling of

bipolarity, two ways could be followed: one would be to relax the consistency constraint, so as to directly model potential

contradiction or conflict between the two types of information. This would be useful in a number of applicationswhere such

conflictual situations may actually occur. Another one could be to model the two types of information using two different

orderings (insteadof handling them, evenpotentially asymmetrically, usingonly oneordering), for instance in the framework

of bilattices [54]. This structure was for instance considered in [67] for bipolarity in a logical framework.

Appendix: Proofs of some results

Proof of Proposition 1. It is straightforward to show that the connectives defined by Eqs. (3)–(7) satisfy all required prop-

erties, according to Definition 2.

Let us just detail the last two properties, involving the adjunction concept. Let C be a conjunction and IR defined according

to Eq. (8). Then:

IR(0L, 0L) = ∨{(a3, b3) ∈ L | C(0L, (a3, b3))  0L}

and since C(0L, 1L) = 0L, the supremum is equal to 1L.
Since ∀((a, b), (a3, b3)) ∈ L2, C((a, b), (a3, b3))  1L, we have:

∀(a, b) ∈ L, IR((a, b), 1L) = ∨{(a3, b3) ∈ L | C((a, b), (a3, b3))  1L} = 1L.
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For the last boundary condition, we have:

IR(1L, 0L) = ∨{(a3, b3) ∈ L | C(1L, (a3, b3))  0L}
and since C(1L, (a3, b3)) cannot be equal to 0L except for (a3, b3) = 0L by hypothesis, the supremum is equal to 0L.

Finally the monotony properties directly result from the ones of C, and hence IR is an implication.

Let us now show that the adjoint of C is actually IR, as expressed in Eq. (8). Let (IR, C) be an adjoint pair. Then, ∀(ai, bi) ∈
L, i = 1, . . . , 3,

C((a1, b1), (a3, b3))  (a2, b2) ⇔ (a3, b3)  I((a1, b1), (a2, b2)).

Hence∨{(a3, b3) ∈ L | C((a1, b1), (a3, b3))  (a2, b2)}  IR((a1, b1), (a2, b2)).

Conversely, from the tautology IR((a1, b1), (a2, b2))  IR((a1, b1), (a2, b2))we derive, by applying the adjunction property

and setting IR((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (a3, b3):

C((a1, b1), IR((a1, b1), (a2, b2)))  (a2, b2) ⇒

IR((a1, b1), (a2, b2))  ∨{(a3, b3) | C((a1, b1), (a3, b3)))  (a2, b2)}.
Hence IR = ∨{(a3, b3) ∈ L | C((a1, b1), (a3, b3))  (a2, b2)}.

The proof for the last property is similar. Note that the condition on IR makes C(1L, 1L) = 1L hold.

Proof of Proposition 5. Let C be a bipolar conjunction that admits 1L as unit element. Since C is increasing, we have:

∀((a, b), (a′, b′)) ∈ L2, C((a, b), (a′, b′))  C((a, b), 1L)

and C((a, b), 1L) = (a, b) under the hypothesis. Similarly, C((a, b), (a′, b′))  (a′, b′) and the first result follows.

The two results on I are derived in a similar way, by using the decreasingness of I with respect to the first argument and

its increasingness with respect to the second one.

Proof of Proposition 6. Let us first assume that (I, C) is an adjunction. Expressing Eq. (2) for (a1, b1) = (μB, νB)
(x − y), (a3, b3) = (μ, ν)(y), (a2, b2)=(μ′, ν′)(x)we obtain, for all (μ, ν), (μ′, ν′), (μB, νB) in B, and all x, y in S:

C((μB, νB)(x − y), (μ, ν)(y))  (μ′, ν′)(x) ⇔ (μ, ν)(y)  I((μB, νB)(x − y), (μ′, ν′)(x))

and, by taking the supremum over y on the left hand side of the equivalence and the infimum over x on the right hand side,

we get:

δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν))  (μ′, ν′) ⇔ (μ, ν)  ε(μB,νB)((μ
′, ν′))

hence (ε, δ) is an adjunction.

Conversely, let us assume that (ε, δ) is an adjunction. Expressing the adjunction equivalence for bipolar fuzzy sets taking

constant values (∀x ∈ S, (μB, νB)(x) = (a1, b1), (μ, ν)(x) = (a2, b2), (μ
′, ν′)(x) = (a3, b3)), we derive immediately the

adjunction equivalence for I and C.

Proof of Proposition 8. Let us assume that C and I distribute on the right over the supremum and the infimum respectively.

Then for all (μB, νB) in B and for any family (μi, νi) in B, the following equalities hold, ∀x ∈ S:

δ(μB,νB)(∨i(μi, νi))(x)= ∨y∈SC((μB, νB)(x − y),∨i(μi, νi)(y))

= ∨y∈S ∨i C((μB, νB)(x − y), (μi, νi)(y))

= ∨iδ(μB,νB)((μi, νi))(x)

ε(μB,νB)(∧i(μi, νi))(x)= ∧y∈S I((μB, νB)(y − x),∧i(μi, νi)(y))

= ∧y∈S ∧i I((μB, νB)(y − x), (μi, νi)(y))

= ∧iε(μB,νB)((μi, νi))(x)

Hence the distributivity of C and I entails the commutativity of δ with the supremum and the one of ε with the infimum,

i.e., δ is a dilation and ε is an erosion.
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Conversely, if δ is an algebraic dilation and ε is an algebraic erosion (i.e., they commute with the supremum and the

infimum, respectively), then by applying this property to bipolar fuzzy sets taking constant values, the distributivity of C

over the supremum on the right and the distributivity of I over the infimum on the right directly follow.

Proof of Proposition 12. The implication directly results from the commutativity of C. The converse implication is obtained

by considering constant membership and non-membership functions for the bipolar fuzzy sets.

The proof of Proposition 13 is similar.

Proof of Proposition 14. Let C be a conjunction satisfying the conditions, and assume that (μB, νB)(0) = 1L. Then,∀(μB, νB) ∈ B, (μ, ν) ∈ B,∀x ∈ S , since 1L is unit element on the left we have:

δ(μB,νB)((μ, ν))(x)� C((μB, νB)(0), (μ, ν)(x))

� C(1L, (μ, ν)(x))

� (μ, ν)(x)
i.e., δ is extensive.

Conversely, if δ is extensive, let us write the extensivity inequality for the bipolar fuzzy set (μ, ν) defined by (μ, ν)(y)
= 0L for y �= 0 and (μ, ν)(0) = 1L and for x = 0L:

∨yC((μB, νB)(−y), (μ, ν)(y)) � (μ, ν)(0)

⇒ ∨y �=0C((μB, νB)(−y), 0L) ∨ C((μB, νB)(0), 1L) = 1L

⇒ 0L ∨ C((μB, νB)(0), 1L) = C((μB, νB)(0), 1L) = 1L

(from the property on the null element). Since under the hypothesis the only value of (a, b) for which C((a, b), 1L) can
be equal to 1L is 1L, it follows that (μB, νB)(0) = 1L.

The proof for I and ε is similar.

Proof of Proposition 17. In the fuzzy (non-bipolar case), the Lukasiewicz t-norm is smaller than the productwhich is smaller

than theminimum (largest t-norm). Therefore the inequalities between t-representable bipolar t-norms are straightforward,

as well as the one with CW for its positive part. It is then enough to show the inequality for the negative part of CW . We have

1 − a1 ≥ b1 and 1 − a2 ≥ b2 hence b2 + 1 − a1 ≥ b2 + b1 and b1 + 1 − a2 ≥ b1 + b2. Therefore the negative part of CW
is larger than min(1, b1 + b2), which completes the proof for bipolar t-norms. The reasoning for bipolar t-conorms follows

the same line.

Proof of Proposition 19. This proposition is to a large part a particular case of Proposition 5.

In order to show the distributivity property, let us consider any (a, b), (a′, b′), (a′′, b′′) in L, with (a′, b′) L (a
′′, b′′)

(the case where the reverse inequality holds is similar). Then:

maxL
((a, b),minL

((a′, b′), (a′′, b′′))) = maxL
((a, b), (a′, b′))

and, from the increasingness of maxL
:

minL
(maxL

((a, b), (a′, b′)),maxL
((a, b), (a′′, b′′))) = maxL

((a, b), (a′, b′)).

The duality ofminL
andmaxL

with respect to nL
is straightforward and directly follows from the fact that nL

reverses

the order.

ProofofProposition23.Thevalueat eachn is a combinationof elementsofL, resulting inanelement inL. Henced(x, (μ, ν))
is a bipolar fuzzy set on N.

Since dilations, negation and infimum reduce to the same notions in the fuzzy case if the set and the structuring element

are not bipolar, so is the result (see [22] for the definition of the distance of a point to a fuzzy set using fuzzy dilations).

If (μ, ν)(x) = 1L, since (μB, νB)(0) = 1L, for n �= 0, we have d(x, (μ, ν))(n) = δn(μB,νB)
(x) ∧ N(δn−1

(μB,νB)
(x))

= 1L ∧ 0L = 0L, and d(x, (μ, ν))(0) = 1L. Conversely, if d(x, (μ, ν))(0) = 1L, then (μ, ν)(x) = d(x, (μ, ν))(0) = 1L.
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